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PUBLISHER’S DESK
Publisher Fred Kuhn
Editor Tod Newcombe
Executive Editor Jonathan Walters
Editor-at-Large Paul W. Taylor

Searching for Honorees
he nine people we have chosen as the 2011 Public Officials of the Year represent a diverse cross-section of
America; they are men and women who have given meritorious service to the public sector. Over the 18 years we
have done this, we have chosen and honored about 165 people. I’d
like to say that after nearly two decades of choosing winners, we
have this down to an elegant system.
But the truth is that it continues to be hard work. The process is spread over 10 to 12 weeks and begins with a signiﬁcant
amount of research and reporting by our staff. We also reach out to
experts in various ﬁelds to guide us. Nominations are submitted by
a wide range of sources, starting with many from the public via our
online nomination form (which accepts nominations year-round at
www.governing.com/poy). Candidates are also submitted by
Governing staff, columnists and correspondents. Each potential
nominee is thoroughly vetted by our
writers and editors.
Managing Editor Elizabeth Daigneau
tracks the selection process, sifting
through governors, mayors, state legislators and county officials, as well as
people who have done an outstanding
job in many other positions and ﬁelds of
government, such as CIOs, auditors and
superintendents, or players in environment, health and public safety, to name
just a few. Most of all, we strive for balBy Fred Kuhn, Publisher ance. We look at elected, appointed and
career officials from different regions of
the country, and from different political parties. Ultimately, we
want our honorees to reﬂect as much as possible the universe
from which they were chosen.
So how do we ultimately determine whom to recognize? A
number of years ago, former Governing publisher Peter Harkness
described two criteria for those who are selected Public Official
of the Year. “The person’s career has to make a good story,” he
wrote. “After all, we’re in the story business, so there has to be
some overriding reason someone was chosen that is easily apparent and interesting to our readers.” Harkness also wrote that the
ﬁnal candidates should be conciliators, “people who reach out
even to their political opponents to make things work.”
That was true back when the Public Officials of the Year
program was still young, and it’s still true today. So turn to page
37 and take a look at this year’s honorees. These nine individuals have fascinating stories. They have had to do more with less
and make tough choices, but in the end, their story is one of
problem-solving.
As always, please let me know how we are doing by emailing
me at publisher@governing.com.

T
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That’s why, if someone’s sick or injured, we pay cash directly — faster than our top
competitors. Aﬂac is like a safety net, helping pay costs that major medical doesn’t cover;

When it comes to claims, no one likes pit

stops.

and we pay claims in an average of four days, speeding your beneﬁts into victory lane.
Because when it comes to your employees and their families, second place isn’t good enough.
Race over to aﬂac.com/paysfast and get started.

Individual coverage underwritten and offered by American Family Life Assurance Company of Columbus. In New York, coverage underwritten and offered by American Family Life Assurance Company of New York.
Some policies may be available as group policies. Group coverage underwritten and offered by Continental American Insurance Company. Policies may not be available in all states. Aﬂac pays cash beneﬁts direct
to the insured, unless assigned. Aﬂac processes most claims in an average of four days. For Continental American Insurance Company, the average is ﬁve days.
NAD1122
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LETTERS

“

DAVID KIDD

Every administration in recent memory
has waged war on
waste. Everything easy
has long since been
done. [At this point] it’s
more like fat marbled
into beef; it takes a very
skilled butcher to carve
it out without leaving
the meat in shreds.”

Billionaires
in the
Classroom
How Bill Gates and other
philanthropists are reshaping
public education with
private cash.

J

Jeffrey Butts had a problem. In his ﬁrst year as superintendent of Indianapolis’ Wayne
Township schools, he faced a pressing need. Wayne Township, like most other districts, was on the hunt for more science teachers.
A solution for that problem was soon at hand. With the guidance of the Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, Indiana was one of three states running a
program to train scientists to serve as public school teachers. Butts was able to hire
seven to start teaching this fall. The training program has the support not only of Indiana, Michigan and Ohio and their university systems, but also counts on millions of
dollars from foundations such as the Lilly Endowment and W.K. Kellogg Foundation.
This is far from the only investment in science education that philanthropists
are making. The Carnegie Corp. is underwriting a National Research Council panel
that is drawing up a new set of science education standards for release next year.

By Alan Greenblatt
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The Problem Isn’t Money

27

the equation. The kind of education
imparted in the classroom in America
is fragmented and for the most part
difficult to deliver to the majority of
children. A drastic retooling is in order.
— Alonso Montalvo,
Senior Budget Analyst
Washington, D.C.

Education is the only enterprise in
America where the billionaires who
form education policy fail to use
research to make education decisions
[Billionaires in the Classroom, October
2011]. Evaluation is being forced in
many areas, but no one has developed
a system that has enough objectivity to
make precise decisions.
—Clyde Evans, former
state Representative
Rio Grande, Ohio

Courts Are Essential
If the bridge to the local courthouse is
closed because of a lack of money for
repairs, it is natural to be more concerned
about transportation funding than court
funding [Your Day in Court? Get in Line,
October 2011]. If your child is in a classroom with too many children, education funding is a greater priority. But
if a child’s parents are going through a
divorce, the child needs to know where

I think that, for the most part, we have
allocated enough public education
funding to educate our children. So in
my mind, it is not a question of money
but of the quality of education that is
not being obtained at the other end of

— Donald F. Kettl, Governing’s Potomac Chronicle
columnist, on an Obama administration plan to
save more than $75 billion by improving federal
program management and reducing waste and
abuse, quoted in Government Executive

they will live. If you are a victim of a crime
or accident, closure will not occur until
the legal proceedings are closed. Courts
need adequate and stable funding. What
is happening in California is happening
throughout the nation. Policymakers
need to recognize that courts are an
essential part of making government and
democracy viable.
—Kevin S. Burke, District Judge
Hennepin County, Minn.

Reverberations

Correction: In the

Here are the articles from the September issue of Governing that drew the largest response.
Letters to the editor are still welcomed at mailbox@governing.com.

October issue of Governing,
Tod Newcombe’s Urban
Notebook column

Problem Solver

Medical illiteracy is costly for patients’
health—and for health care itself.
patient is released from the hospital after surgery. Yet too often, that
patient comes back, sometimes in serious and potentially life-threatening
conditions. The patient didn’t understand
the post-operative directions he’d been given.
That’s when the system starts to unravel.
This is the sort of thing Dr. Andrew MorrisSinger sees all too often as a general practitioner
at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston.
The patient may not have been told how to take
the medication prescribed or what other medications to avoid when taking it. If the patient
did receive such instructions, there’s a 50-50
chance that he didn’t understand those instructions, either about possible negative interactions
with other drugs or why the drug had even been
prescribed in the ﬁrst place.
That’s just one example of the type of thing
that can go badly wrong because of a breakdown

A
Mark Webb, a
judge and county
commissioner in
Grant County, Ore.
“A century of active
management means
you can’t go back to
the way it was.”

Loggerheads

GLENN OAKLEY

APIMAGES.COM

After decades of inﬁghting,
forestry has a Kumbaya moment.
By Linda Baker

One county’s new approach to homelessness is showing positive results.
By Caroline Cournoyer
utting homeless people behind
bars for nonviolent crimes may
temporarily keep them from
disturbing the public. But it
fails to address the chronic issues—like
substance abuse and mental health problems—that will likely land them back in
jail again and again. That revolving door
burdens police officers, crowds local jails,
costs taxpayers money and fails to help
those in need. The issue has only gotten
worse in recent years, as the economic
downturn has forced more people out of
their homes.
One such community is Lee County,
Fla., which has seen a 30 percent jump in
its homeless population in the past four
years. Not only does the southwest Florida
county, centered on the city of Fort Myers,
have an increasing homeless population, it

P

By Jonathan Walters
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One of the most serious
aspects of health illiteracy
is the linguistic barrier.

A Different Kind of Shelter

in—or a complete absence of—communication
and comprehension between provider and
patient. “Health illiteracy is a major problem
insofar as patients understanding what the
provider says to them,” Morris-Singer says. But
beyond that, he adds, “50 percent of patients
can’t relay accurate information about what
they’re told after an appointment with a healthcare provider, and they can’t tell you what meds
they’re on or why they’re on them.”
While confusion about medications tops
the list of problems that result from health illiteracy, it hardly stops there. Numerous studies
indicate that those with chronic diseases like
high blood pressure, asthma or even HIV/
AIDS have no clear comprehension of what the
disease is or how to treat it. Fifty percent of diabetics are not getting proper care because they
lack an understanding of their condition and
how to manage it.
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also has higher-than-average rates of suicide and substance use. Exacerbating the
problem is the fact that Florida lawmakers
in recent years have made signiﬁcant cuts
to funding for the kinds of programs and
services that could help lower those rates.
This year, Florida ranks 49th in per capita
spending on mental health care and 35th
for substance use care.
To address these issues and divert people from jail, Lee County opened a triage
center in April 2008 for people with mental health disorders and substance use
problems. Rather than jailing homeless
people for low-level crimes like loitering
or public intoxication, police officers can
bring them to the center for food, shelter
and case management services.
The Bob Janes Triage Center and Low
Demand Shelter is different from most

homeless shelters. Most facilities turn
people away if they’re intoxicated or have
a mental illness, but this center allows them
to stay as long as they want. However, the
decision to bring someone to the center is
up to law enforcement. Typically, only those
who cooperate with cops are brought in.
Police officers aren’t the only ones who
can bring people to the center, although
they refer 75 percent of patrons. The
local hospital and, as of last year, the state
Department of Veterans Affairs can do
so as well. With no time limit on a person’s stay, the center is usually at or near
capacity. The only referrals turned away
are those from a hospital, where people
have an alternate place to stay—even if it’s
an emergency room.
Booking someone into jail takes a
police officer about an hour. But drop-

G O V E R N I N G | S e p te m b e r 2 0 1 1

goals. “Most make a little bit of progress
each time.”
Not everyone at the triage center
achieves his or her goals. But nearly half
the clients who have gone through the
center have been placed into treatment
programs or permanent housing. Having the shelter has reduced the amount
of time police officers spend dealing with
nonviolent, would-be offenders, meaning
the cops are free to focus on more serious threats. The shelter has helped cut
the number of low-level offenders in the
county jail by 25 percent, and it’s reduced
the number of repeat offenders in jail.
Housing someone in the triage center
costs about 10 percent less than keeping
that person in a jail cell.
Funding the center involves a patchwork of public and private resources.
The county hospital and state and county

governments each foot portions of the
center’s bills to pay for nurses, medical
supplies, food and clinicians. The Salvation Army handles the food, shelter and
day-to-day activities.
Despite its successes, the triage center has faced tough budget cuts. In May,
Gov. Rick Scott vetoed a $250,000 earmark for the center that accounts for
nearly 20 percent of its budget. Triage
officials are hoping to get that money
restored, but if not, they’re looking at
ways to reduce expenses. This may
mean offering cheaper meals and cutting the number of case managers. If
that happens, says Arnall, it could affect
the center’s entire mission. “If we don’t
have those services, then we become an
ineffective holding place.” G

SQUEEZE
une 30 was D Day—“D” as in the day the enhanced
federal contribution to state Medicaid programs disappeared. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
(ARRA) had boosted the federal share of total Medicaid
costs by 6.2 percent, easing the pressure on states struggling to
pay for Medicaid programs swollen by the Great Recession. Its
expiration punches a huge hole in state revenues. While federal
spending on Medicaid is projected to decline by 13 percent over
the course of the current ﬁscal year, state spending on Medicaid
is expected to rise 18.6 percent. As a result, states must do something to constrain health-care spending in general and Medicaid
in particular.
Medicaid accounts for 15.7 percent of state general fund
spending. But cutting Medicaid spending is notoriously tricky.
One obstacle has been the “maintenance of effort” requirements
included in ARRA and extended by the Affordable Care Act (ACA).
The provision prohibits states, with limited exceptions, from
changing eligibility standards to reduce the number of Medicaid
beneﬁciaries. That’s led states to turn to other tactics.
Some are familiar, such as cutting payments to providers, scaling back dental beneﬁts and restricting access to brand-name prescription drugs. Some are controversial, such as capping medical
malpractice jury awards. Another—beeﬁng up anti-fraud efforts—is
fast emerging as one of the highest return-on-investment initiatives states can undertake. Still, some of the most interesting initiatives are just now taking shape. Oregon enacted legislation that
will move more than 500,000 Oregonians into new coordinated
care networks that will emphasize prevention and primary care.
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts has responded to state
demands to contain costs by creating a new global payment system, the alternative quality management contract. Policymakers
in Vermont are instituting a single-payer system—the most radical
change of all. “If we are really going to grow jobs and opportunities,” Vermont Gov. Peter Shumlin argues, “we have to deal with
health-care costs.”

J

E-mail ccournoyer@governing.com
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Experts say jailing
homeless people only
perpetuates a cycle.

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Required
Reading

ping someone off at the triage center
usually takes less than ﬁve minutes.
That’s because the center keeps it simple, requiring police to ﬁll out only one
form that mainly consists of checking a
few boxes.
Once a person arrives, employees
gather his or her basic information and
a nurse performs a routine assessment.
In rare instances, the nurse will transfer someone to the emergency room for
urgent medical attention. Rather than
immediately overwhelming the clients
with more assessments and information,
the center allows new arrivals to shower,
eat and, if necessary, sleep off intoxication before undergoing a psycho-social
assessment. Within 24 hours, a clinician
examines clients’ history of criminal justice, substance use, mental health and any
prior treatment they may have received.
Clients then meet with caseworkers to
set goals, which can vary from acquiring a
Social Security card to getting into a rehabilitation program. At that point, anyone
who refuses to set goals is told, “There’s
the door,” according to Ann Arnall, director of Lee County Human Services.
Once clients set their goals, employees work with them one-on-one. The
center offers classes on topics like
ﬁnance and job training, as well as group
meetings like Alcoholics Anonymous.
Employees also drive clients to doctor’s offices for medical appointments
or government offices to apply for programs like Medicaid and food stamps.
Navigating those processes is complicated on its own. For people without a
mailbox, phone or transportation, it can
be nearly impossible.
As long as participants are making
progress toward their goals, they’re free
to stay. Not only is the length of their stay
unlimited, they’re also free to come back
as often as necessary. “If you understand
recovery from a mental illness or substance use disorder, not everybody gets it
on the ﬁrst time,” Arnall says, noting that
many people who came ﬁve times eventually succeeded in meeting all of their

100 YEARS

of successfully
preparing people
for new careers.

An Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action Institution.
Baker College is accredited by The Higher Learning Commission and is a
member of the North Central Association / 30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2400,
Chicago, IL 60602-2504 / 800-621-7440 www.ncahigherlearningcommission.org.
Baker Center for Graduate Studies’ MBA program is also accredited by the International
Assembly of Collegiate Business Education (IACBE).
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Extreme Makeover:

THE BIG

Real-world solutions and ideas for government managers.

Downtown Edition

States are desperately
seeking Medicaid
savings. Here’s what
the experts think of
ﬁve key strategies.
By John Buntin

incorrectly stated that William Phelan is the current
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mayor of Quincy, Mass. It is,
in fact, Thomas P. Koch.
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By Alan Greenblatt

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

Ending Welfare. Again.
WELFARE, ONCE AGAIN, is ending
as we know it. Largely because of
their dire budget situations, states are
making serious cuts to benefits offered
under the federal-state welfare program, known as Temporary Assistance
for Needy Families, or TANF.
States such as New Mexico, South
Carolina and Washington have slashed
cash payments by 15 to 20 percent.
Other states are tightening work
requirements, or lowering payments
to those who also receive federal
disability assistance.
And many states are limiting the
amount of time people can spend on
welfare. “We need to encourage people
to say this is truly a temporary program,” says Brian Rooney, director of
policy and compliance at the Michigan
Department of Human Services.
Michigan, which had been one of
the few states without a time limit on

benefits, imposed a four-year lifetime
limit on recipients last month. In addition to the desire to push people off
the rolls and into the workforce, the
state simply could not afford to keep
paying benefits indefinitely, according
to officials. The federal block grant
for TANF has not budged for the past
15 years.
“The fiscal reality is that we cannot
afford to provide lifetime cash assistance benefits to recipients who are
able to work,” says Maura Corrigan,
the state’s Human Services director.
Michigan’s budget troubles
are among the worst in the nation.
Obviously, a lot of that has to do with
the weakness in its economy. Given
the state’s growing poverty rates and
higher-than-average unemployment,
kicking people off welfare due to
retroactively applied limits strikes
many people as unfair or even callous.

“We don’t like the fact that
families are being cut off at a time
when we have the third-highest
unemployment rate in the country,”
says Judy Putnam, spokeswoman
for the Michigan League for Human
Services, an advocacy group.
Rooney argues that job placement
is “reasonable” to expect within a fouryear time frame. Others say that now is
not the time to test that theory. Some
states do allow extensions based on
unemployment levels. For the most
part, though, states are cutting back
just at the time when many people
could most use the help.
“[It was] one thing to say it’s time
to transition to a job in the late 1990s,
when there were other jobs,” says Liz
Schott, an analyst with the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, a liberal
think tank. “This is the end of the line
when there are no jobs.” G
Novemb er 2 011 | GOV E R N I N G 9
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In September, President Obama
made it clear that he intends to drive
education down a different path. He
announced that states can receive
waivers from many NCLB requirements—including 100 percent
proficiency—so long as they follow
administration guidelines in areas
such as standards and ways of
assessing teacher performance.
Rather than offering flexibility under
the outdated law, though, Obama’s
way might lead to new headaches.
Many states have chafed at the current
administration’s education policies,
which it has pushed through its use
of stimulus funds. Its programs may
now impact day-to-day instruction in a more intrusive way than
the goal-setting NCLB law did.
“NCLB never told districts what
they had to teach, how they should
teach it or how they should assess
it,” says Jay Greene, an education
professor at the University of Arkansas.
“The new scheme flips the situation. It
relaxes the measuring requirements,
but it dictates to states their standards,
curriculum and assessments.” G

Etiquette Lesson
“It’s a great day in South Carolina.
How can I help you?” That’s the greeting you’ll hear if you call an agency in
the Palmetto State, under a new directive from Gov. Nikki Haley. “As hokey as
some people may think it is,” Haley told
Columbia’s The State, “I’m selling South
Carolina as this great, new, positive
state that everybody needs to look at.”
The move has already been criticized by
some for being unrealistically sunny in
a state with an 11.1 percent unemployment rate, the nation’s fourth-highest.
Still, Haley’s not the ﬁrst to dictate
phone etiquette for state workers.
As Stateline.org reported, when former West Virginia Gov. Joe Manchin
took ofﬁce in 2005, he directed public
employees to answer phones with “May
I help you?” instead of “Can I help you?”

I think the
“
impact will be

IMAAGE: SHUTTERSTOCK.COM/SOURCE: THE NEW YORK TIMES

OVER THE PAST DECADE, state
education officials have felt hemmed
in by the testing requirements of the
federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB)
law. It looks like they’re in for some
relief, but that may bring on a whole
new set of problems.
The existing law requires that all
children be tested as proficient in
reading and math by 2014. That has
always been a numerical impossibility,
but as the date draws closer, it’s
caused more and more schools to
be regarded as “failing” under the
terms of the 2002 law.
Out West, some state officials
have had enough. Denise Juneau, the
superintendent of public instruction in
Montana, flatly told the federal Education Department this summer that she
wasn’t raising the bar any higher when
it comes to measuring the performance
of individual schools. “We’re not asking
for permission,’’ Juneau told a meeting of her peers from rural states.
‘’We’re just telling them we won’t raise
our annual objectives this year.’’
Idaho, South Dakota and Utah
soon followed suit, and California
began to make noises as well. Federal
officials warned Juneau she was
putting millions of dollars at risk, but
she wouldn’t back down. Finally, they
found a face-saving way to tweak the
measurements. Instead of having 155
additional schools listed as failing,
which would have been the case if
Juneau had gone along quietly with
the normal requirements, just 16
schools were added to the “bad” list.
Juneau says the federal measurement is meaningless, because it
threatens to list every school as
failing based on different standards
and assessments in every state. She
also says it was becoming impossible to live under the strictures of
the decade-old No Child Left Behind
law at the same time the Obama
administration is pushing different,
sometimes contradictory priorities.

FLICKR/MARY AUSTIN

New Headaches for ‘No Child’

heard from
here to Fifth
Avenue.”
— John D’Amico, city
councilman for West Hollywood,
Calif., which in September
enacted a ban on the sale of
fur coats and other fur apparel
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perform better than expected—and better
than their peers—on state-mandated
tests. “Governing is about causing groups
to function well as a unit,” he says.
When he says it like that, Wilson’s
ideas sound rather basic. Too often,
say his critics—including some
reviewers of his new book, The
Neighborhood Project—he lards his
points with confusing language such as
“prosociality” or illustrative examples
that don’t seem relevant, drawn from the
realm of animals such as wasps.
Tarik Abdelazim, Binghamton’s
director of planning, housing and
community development, has worked
closely with Wilson on the parks project
and even on recovery efforts following
massive evacuations from the ﬂooding
of the Susquehanna River in September.
Yet even Abdelazim admits he sometimes

gets puzzled by Wilson’s terminology. “At
times, I’ve had to ground him with the
realities of public administration.”
But after losing its two largest
employers more than a decade ago,
Binghamton will take all the help it can
get—whether it’s motivated by faith, an
urge toward democratic participation or
the desire to test out a scientiﬁc theory.
As Wilson has become more grounded
in the realities and technicalities
of governance and neighborhood
organization, he’s lost the “distant gaze
of an academic,” Abdelazim says.
“He still is our mad little professor,
but it’s quite clear he’s developed
strong and meaningful bonds with
many residents, and that this work
gives him a great deal of civic pride
and personal joy,” he says. “I guess
you can say he’s evolved.” G

We have too damn
“
many laws. ... But I just

don’t have the heart to
veto everything that I
think is not necessary. ”
—California Gov. Jerry Brown, who has complained about the
number of bills sent to him. When he was governor from 1975 to 1983,
he vetoed fewer than than 5 percent of bills; while the state’s last
governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger, struck down more than 25 percent.
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DAVID SLOAN WILSON is a prominent
evolutionary biologist. So what is he
doing advising local officials about
parks and schools?
Wilson, who teaches biology and
anthropology at the State University
of New York at Binghamton, believes
that the key to success for animals is
not trying to survive as individuals, but
working together as groups. Groups
that are able to foster altruism and
cooperation do better than those that
belong to selﬁsh societies. “The basic
message is that evolution can explain the
full range, from extreme selﬁshness to
groups functioning well,” Wilson says.
Wilson is trying to put his ideas
into practice in Binghamton. After
having done extensive survey work to
identify microcommunities and their
interests, Wilson is running a program
to help neighborhoods plan their
own parks. That effort is still rather
new and has had its bumps already.
But Wilson’s concepts have helped
high schools students who’d been failing
at multiple subjects work together and
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What Can Cities
Learn from Wasps?
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Amount of natural
gas produced in
North Dakota that
is ﬂared off as
waste, enough to
heat half a million
homes every day.
—The New York Times

Rent, Reuse, Recycle
Seven million Californians live in rental apartments,
but more than 60 percent don’t have recycling
opportunities within their buildings. That’s about
to change. Under a new state law, buildings with
ﬁve or more apartments must provide bins for
recycling paper, plastic and aluminum.
THE BREAKDOWN

74 41 214
Hours the average
commuter in
Washington, D.C.,
is stuck in trafﬁc
each year, more than
twice the national
average of 34 hours.

Percent of
the population
below the poverty
line in Reading,
Pa., the nation’s
highest for cities
of over 65,000.

Violent gun crimes
per 100,000 people
in Tennessee last
year, the highest
such rate in the
nation after
Washington, D.C.

THE CITY OF AUSTIN has long been lauded for its
green-energy bona fides. (Indeed, the city this year
is marking the 20th anniversary of its green building program, the first such municipal program in
the country.) Last month, the Texas capital added
another feather to its eco-friendly cap: It’s now the
nation’s first local government to run its operations with 100 percent renewable energy.
Shifting to green power—wind, in
Austin’s case—will add $8.5 million in
costs to the city this year. Officials estimate that that cost difference will shrink
to just $3 million per year by 2021, as
the prices of oil and natural gas rise. At
any rate, the tradeoff is worth it, according to Mayor Lee Leffingwell. “I agree with
the scientific community; global warming
is a reality, and we will continue to lead
American cities by maintaining our community vision,” Leffingwell said in a statement.
Austin will still purchase non-renewable power,
including coal and nuclear energy, during times of
the day when the wind turbines aren’t blowing. But
all the money the city would normally spend on nonrenewable sources will instead be directed to wind,
according to the Austin American-Statesman.
Moving to a renewable portfolio was partially
spurred by a decision made in late 2008, when Austin’s
city-owned utility agreed to purchase power from a
west Texas wind farm. The city, in turn, had hoped to
convince Austinites to buy that wind power as part of
its GreenChoice program. But persuading customers
to make the switch has proven more difficult than
the city anticipated: It has only been able to sell
about 25 percent of the wind energy to customers.
Now, the city will essentially make up the difference
by simply buying that wind power for itself. G
—Zach Patton

Private Prisons Hit a Few Snags
Privately run prisons were once seen as a viable way for states to save money in the
face of skyrocketing corrections costs. But lately, the idea has hit a few roadblocks.
A 2007 University of Utah study found that the cost savings of private prisons “are
not guaranteed and appear minimal.” Earlier this year, the Arizona Department of
Corrections found that housing someone in a private jail can actually cost the state
up to $1,600 more per inmate every year. The latest stumble is in Florida, where a
judge has thrown out a plan to privatize 29 prisons, one of the largest such plans in
the nation. The Legislature had approved the plan as part of a bigger spending bill, a
procedure the judge declared was unconstitutional.
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Austin Gets Green(er)
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ANNOUNCING

2012

LE ADERSHIP FORUMS
Each regional GOVERNING forum brings public
and private sector executives together for
innovative discussions on how to effectively
lead our states and localities.

Georgia
Arizona
California
Massachusetts
Michigan
New York
North Carolina
Texas
The 2011 series concludes November 9th
in Albany, New York / GOVERNING New York
Leadership Forum

Governing North Carolina: A Leadership
Forum was a great conference and really spoke
to the issues that we are grappling with today.
I was greatly inspired by this conference…there
is a message for all of us who serve in state
government and indeed to all the citizens
of our state.”

To get involved, please contact:
Susan Shinneman
VP of GOVERNING Events
sshinneman@governing.com | 916-932-1337
www.governing.com/leadershipforums

—Charles Williams, Division of Aging and Adult Services,
State of North Carolina
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Politics + Policy

| DISPATCH
By Paul W. Taylor

Government’s Retreat
Whether we like it or not, it is time to expect less—lots less—from government.

16

says, “there is a growing realization that
the city or county is one player but not the
sole funding source or service provider.”
He notes ever-greater reliance on “foundations and friends groups to support city
programs and capital needs.”
His city also has an extensive network
of neighborhood volunteers focused on
disaster preparedness, sustainability edu-

touching the lives of a wide swath of Americans. We may need them to do that again.
But will they? Can they? Or have they too
become reliant on the same government
funds that are not there anymore?
Government reformers have long contended that citizens want to be back in the
public square. Desperate ﬁnancial straits
are creating openings for them as govern-

Citizen volunteers at
work in Redlands, Calif.

DAVID KIDD

BOSTON—It is the kind of question that is
usually answered when the city sends out
a truck to investigate. On a snowy winter
night, a resident reported the following
incident to the city’s 311 system: “Possum
in my trash can. Can’t tell if it’s dead. Barrel in back of 168 West 9th. How do I get
this removed?”
Normally, the request would have
been reviewed the next morning, triaged
and added to the work queue for city
crews. But it did not get that far. Rather
than being called in to 311, the complaint
arrived as a text message through Citizens
Connect, Boston’s 311 mobile app for deputizing smartphone users to report graffiti,
potholes and other problems [Read more,
page 50].
That night, Susan Labandibar, a local
technology entrepreneur, community
activist and self-described animal lover,
was browsing through the service requests
on Citizens Connect and, thanks to its
integration with social media, could read
the queries, complaints and requests that
had been ﬁled. She noticed the possum
report was only three blocks away and
decided to go for a walk. At 11:15 p.m., she
tweeted out what happened next: “Possum? Check. Living? Yep. Turned the trash
can on its side. Walked home. Good night,
sweet possum.”
The real-time update effectively
closed the ticket before the city got
involved, which Labandibar says is the
real point. “When people solve problems
themselves and for each other, it makes
the city a less faceless town by encouraging people to think that the city doesn’t
have to solve every problem.”
It may also be a practical reality as
the economic contraction threatens to
put an end to full-service government as
we have known it. Across the country in
Palo Alto, Calif., City Manager Jim Keene

cation and related initiatives. “We [even]
have citizen volunteers who run police
cars to the vehicle maintenance yard for
service and fueling,” says Keene, adding
that having neighborhoods adopt medians
and traffic circles could be next.
The list could get a lot longer too.
In Longmont, Colo., 40 miles north of
Denver, an internal analysis showed that
up to 38 percent of the police department’s
calls for service did not need a uniformed
police officer—they needed a neighbor.
Unfortunately neighborhoods don’t
scale; and family and friends may be loyal,
but their resources are ﬁnite. Technology,
such as Boston’s Citizens Connect, does
only so much. It’s been a long time since
the pre-Depression days when charities
played a signiﬁcant role as service provider,

ments have been compelled to refocus
on those things residents cannot do for
themselves, with residents otherwise ﬁlling voids left open.
In a classic 1998 episode of the animated sitcom The Simpsons, Homer makes
a misguided and failed bid to become
Springﬁeld’s elected sanitation commissioner under the slogan, “Let somebody
else do it.” His use of the phrase was the
lazy man’s mantra for having government
empty the trash, remove rodents and do
other things that have been professionalized over the years.
What we’re seeing now is the reversal of that. That “somebody else” is
becoming us. G

Email ptaylor@governing.com
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When you add it all up it makes no sense that online-only retailers do not have to collect state and local
sales taxes like brick-and-mortar stores do. States and local government are losing millions of dollars in
revenue that could fund our schools, roads, libraries and ﬁrst responders. Congress alone has the ability
to rewrite these numbers simply by closing the tax loophole and bringing our laws into the 21st Century.
Urge Congress to act on H.R. 3179, the Marketplace Equity Act, your city and state’s futures depend on it.

The International Council of Shopping Centers is striving to create a fair and level
playing ﬁeld for all retailers, whether they sell online, in a mall or on Main Street.
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Politics + Policy

| POTOMAC CHRONICLE
By Peter A. Harkness

Housing Deserves a Demotion

FLICKR/TIMOTHY ELLIS

It’s time for government to get out of the business of promoting homeownership.

t’s clear that it will be hard to start growing the economy and
lowering unemployment until we address the crash in the housing market. The tricky part will be doing it right, so we don’t
again sow the seeds for yet another disaster.
We’ve had a series of booms and busts in housing in recent
decades. Back when Governing began publishing in the late 1980s,
the economy was suffering from a serious ﬁnancial crisis in housing ﬁnance as savings and loans around the country—many owned
or controlled by developers—went belly-up.
Today’s situation is far worse. State regulators shared blame with
their federal brethren in the savings and loans mess. But the feds hog
the limelight on this one. It’s not only that federal agencies looked
the other way while the ﬁnancial industry engaged in what was
both legally and morally criminal behavior in bundling and selling
toxic packages of bad mortgages. It’s that in 2005, the George W.
Bush administration’s comptroller of the currency, who oversees
the national banking industry, pre-empted a number of states (led
by Georgia) from trying to prevent their banks from givng mortgages
to people who could not afford them. (The irony now is that banks
will hardly give a loan to anyone.)
Regulation is only a part of the picture. Federal policy for six
decades has promoted homeownership: providing home mortgages
and allowing deductions for mortgage interest, property taxes and
capital gains on home sales. It is a policy designed to promote homeownership, and it has been successful. Only a couple of years ago,
more than two-thirds of Americans lived in their own homes.
That’s probably a commendable goal socially, but economically there is growing doubt that granting housing such priority
status makes sense. It not only has played a key role in our

I

18

roller-coaster economic performance, but it also has helped create the mirage of a phony prosperity that would not last and had
little to do with underlying economic health, not to mention
the distortions in our infrastructure investment, employment
trends and land use.
As a percentage of the overall economy, the housing sector
peaked at a bit more than 6 percent in 2006. It is now 2.4 percent.
That’s a huge hit for the economy and the job market, especially
when you ﬁgure that housing is an industry that cannot be outsourced to China (aside from some toxic drywall). Nationally, new
housing starts have fallen from about 2 million in 2006 to a current annual rate of around 600,000, a drop of about 70 percent. In
states dependent on housing to lead economic development like
Arizona, Florida and Nevada, it has been worse, with starts down
by 85 percent.
According to Harvard University’s Joint Center for Housing
Studies, pressure from another wave of home foreclosures caused
home prices to double-dip earlier this year, in a drop that economists ﬁgure has surpassed the one during the Great Depression.
Now they are worried about even worse numbers because state
and federal regulators have worked out a settlement with big
banks over their shoddy paperwork covering some 2.2 million
homes in foreclosure—so another wave may be coming.
What to do? While we want to coax the sector back to health,
we also want government to step back from being a booster. The
goal for federal, state and local governments should be to help
revive housing, but nudge it in a different direction.
There are immediate impediments, because debt reduction
now deﬁnes most of what Washington does or doesn’t do. So
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| FEDWATCH
By Ryan Holeywell

Email pharkness@governing.com

Voting-Day Anxiety
Budget cuts could hamper the 2012 elections.

JOHN KERSHNER/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

though reviving housing might be enormously beneﬁcial to increasing jobs, it
doesn’t ﬁt with existing and prospective
plans to lessen government involvement.
For instance, a new rule issued a month
ago reduced the ceiling on mortgages the
federal government would insure from
$729,750 to $625,000 in wealthier counties. In others, where housing prices are
lower, the new limits would be reduced.
The result, of course, is to depress sales at
the higher end of the market.
Second, though this is more prospective, one of the key ingredients of
any grand budget compromise, if there
is one, probably will be a rewrite of the
tax code allowing rates to fall broadly by
eliminating deductions. The most obvious would be the one for home mortgage
interest, either eliminating it completely
or retaining it with a lower cap (the current maximum is $1 million) as well as for
second homes.
The good news is that it’s possible the
stage is being set for eventual recovery
because housing is becoming more affordable. Last year, the number of households
able to afford the payments on a medianpriced home at the recommended 28 percent of income soared from 48 million to
almost 72 million. The monthly payments
required to support that mortgage have
dropped by more than one-third. (Though
particularly among renters, income has
been dropping as well.)
A housing recovery based on solid
economics rather than public-sector
pump-priming hopefully will allow the
industry to embrace a more sustainable future, one where development
turns back toward the center of metro
areas rather than sprawling further out,
where good design and environmentally
smart construction trumps the slap-dash
faux mansions that have destroyed much
of our open spaces, and one where we
are not so dependent on the overuse of
automobiles.
Long term, that would serve the
interests both of the economy and the
industry. G

Election Day 2012 is a year away, but state and local elections officials are already
bracing for the worst. Due to severe budget cuts, officials say it could be an ugly
day at the polls: more mistakes by election workers, longer lines for voters and
lots of frustrated, angry people.
Case in point: North Carolina. Its General Assembly cut more than $1 million
from the State Board of Elections’ $6 million dollar budget this year, a decision that could make it harder to ensure county election operations have the
machinery and personnel they need to make the 2012 election run smoothly.
Damon Circosta, executive director of the North Carolina Center for Voter Education, called the cuts “a recipe for chaos,” and
told a local TV station, WRAL, that North Carolina
could end up with a messy election like the one
in Florida in 2000.
In some places, elections departments are so
underfunded that there is only one person with
the know-how to run an election. “What if that
one person gets sick or has some other serious
problem occur?” asks Sam Reed, Washington’s
secretary of state. “It is that delicate of a situation,
where they have to cut to the point that there’s no
flexibility should anything unusual occur.”
So, to start, officials are looking to save money
by cutting “soft expenses,” like voter education
and training for poll workers. Voters can even
expect shorter early voting periods than what
they’re used to. But if that fails, it may be time to get creative, says Doug Chapin,
director of the Program for Excellence in Election Administration at the University
of Minnesota’s Humphrey School of Public Affairs. A growing number of jurisdictions are turning to online voter registration, he says, which is more efficient than
the mail-in process. They’re also using voting centers, which are polling sites that
allow voters from multiple districts to cast ballots. The consolidation could save
some localities money, and it may be more convenient for voters.
In some cases, states are taking more extreme steps. Last year, when thenSecretary of State Jay Dardenne of Louisiana was elected lieutenant governor,
he delayed his swearing in by several weeks to stop a special election to fill his
previous office—an election that would have cost the state $6 million. In May,
Secretary of State Reed canceled Washington state’s 2012 presidential primaries
in a move projected to save $10 million. In Washington, Democrats rely solely on
caucuses to pick candidates, while Republicans only partially use the primary
results, rendering the exercise largely symbolic. Still, Reed says, “I hated to do it.”
Despite the anxiety of election leaders, there is a silver lining, says Brad King,
co-director of the Indiana Election Division. The record-setting 2008 elections
gave them some experience dealing with high voter turnout. Meanwhile, election
officials know “failure is not an option,” says Doug Lewis, executive director of the
National Association of Election Officials. But if things get ugly: “As we tend to
say in the elections business, ‘If you think
Find out what the
the cost of a good election is expensive,
feds are up to at
governing.com/fedwatch wait until you have a bad one.’” G
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| HEALTH
By David Levine

Getting in Shape
Can incentives help state workers shed their unhealthy habits?
s your state’s workforce healthy? If it’s like Washington state’s—
and it most likely is—the answer is no. And that is costing your
state a lot of money in health-care costs.
It’s clear to everyone involved in health care that overweight,
smoking, sedentary workers are more likely to develop chronic
and costly diseases like diabetes, heart disease and cancer. That’s
why many states are now embracing the private-sector model of
encouraging, and in some cases offering, ﬁnancial incentives to
get employees to break unhealthy habits. By offering a wellness
program, states hope to cut costs by helping workers shed pounds,
kick tobacco habits and otherwise get in better shape.
Washington—along with Nebraska, North Carolina, Oklahoma and a few others—has a wellness component to its health
insurance coverage. “Why does anyone purchase health insurance in the ﬁrst place? So you have a healthy, productive workforce,” says Scott Pritchard, director of Employee Health and
Productivity for Washington’s Division of Public Employee
Beneﬁts. Using $600,000 from a larger health-care reform
bill signed into law about six years ago, his state started a pilot
program that ﬁrst assessed just how healthy its workforce was.
It wasn’t—to a frightening degree (see sidebar).
Currently the state does not offer any inducements for joining
Washington Wellness, which works with about 90 government
organizations to set up their own internal wellness programs.
“Incentives will be rolled out in 2013, which will be a mix of lower
premiums and co-pays if you meet the requirements to stay in
the plan,” says Pritchard, who is also the Washington Wellness
program director. But even without incentives, about 30,000 state
employees have already signed up. “The early adopters know this
is a really good thing.”
Though it’s too early to tell if the program really saves money
in health-care costs, it already has shown improved results in
surveys on health-related work performance. Using a Work Limitations Questionnaire to measure the degree to which health
problems interfere with speciﬁc aspects of job performance,
Pritchard’s program found that the employee group participating in the wellness program showed a 24 percent improvement
in the overall Work Limitations Questionnaire Productivity Loss
score, compared with just a 5 percent improvement for those
who did not participate.
Unlike Washington, Nebraska does offer incentives. In
2009, it became the ﬁrst state to offer public employees a
plan that packages a wellness program with lower premiums,
says Carlos Castillo, director of the Nebraska Department of
Administrative Services. Wellness options include 100 percent
coverage for basic preventive screenings, along with life-

I

20

Well, well …
Washington state partnered with the Institute for Health and
Productivity Management to assess its employees’ health
risk status. About 7,000 subjects were tested. Not only were
many above normal levels, most had no idea they were
so unhealthy.

Wellness Reality Check
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For example, 67 percent were overweight or obese, as measured by body mass index. The good news is that in the first
14 months of the wellness program, there was a 21 percent
reduction in prevalence of high blood pressure, 15 percent
reduction in pre-diabetes, 12 percent less risk for Type 2
diabetes, 4 percent less risk for stroke, and 32 percent of the
participants lost 5 or more pounds.
SOURCE: WASHINGTON DIVISION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

style programs offered by an independent provider. About
30 percent of employees have enrolled, and research shows
they already have started to eat better, smoke less, exercise
more and feel less stressed or depressed. There also has been
a 19 percent increase in the portion of people who went for
preventive screenings.
“We have already seen about a 10 percent reduction in risk
factors,” Castillo says, based on screenings for high blood pressure, blood sugar, tobacco use and activity level. Payback ﬁgures
are now being calculated to see whether that translates into lower
insurance costs for the state. But Castillo says he has “no doubt”
that it does. “We are catching many conditions, like cancer, a lot
earlier,” he says. “Those lead to huge cost savings.” G
Email levkern@nycap.rr.com
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Tracking employee leave is complicated, time-consuming and absolutely necessary. There’s shift swapping, comp time, early outs and
the very real threat that artiﬁcially inﬂated leave can dramatically increase post-employment pension costs. Fortunately, Kronos offers
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| GREEN GOVERNMENT
By Dylan Scott

Dirty Air
Ohio’s air quality program and the national association representing it are feuding.
t the end of this year, Ohio has announced it will
withdraw from the National Association of Clean Air
Agencies (NACAA). Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency Director Scott Nally says he’s frustrated with
NACAA for frequently siding with the federal EPA on positions
at odds with Ohio and other states.
For its part, NACAA says the move is politically motivated,
noting that Nally was appointed by Republican Gov. John Kasich,
who has criticized the EPA in the past. According to its Executive
Director Bill Becker, Ohio never expressed any concerns before
announcing it would pull out of the organization.

A

We’ll actually walk from NACAA at the end of the calendar
year. I will send an email out to my state partners to see if there
are other like minds, and whether we might be able to pool ourselves and perform the duties that we need to as states, [such as]
communicate our message to legislators.

Can you pinpoint any speciﬁc issues on which
NACAA’s position has deviated from Ohio’s?
Recently, we’ve had letters sent out from NACAA to the federal government on behalf of the states—that had not been agreed
upon by the states. [The letters were] allegedly representing the
states’ opinion, taking some positions that
Ohio and other states have been questioning,
[particularly] some of the rule-making and
the guidance of the U.S. EPA. When NACAA
sends a letter that supports [the U.S. EPA’s
positions]—when there are multiple states
that are questioning it—that is completely out
of bounds.

Do you see this as a permanent break
or could a change of direction at
NACAA convince you to rejoin?
OHIO EPA/LAURIE STEVENSON

I’m open to that, but only if there is a leadership change and a reworked charter. That has
to be on the table, and it has to be both of them.
Scott Nally, director of
the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency

If more state and local governments follow Ohio’s lead, it could
be a serious blow to the organization, which currently represents
clean air agencies in 53 states and territories and more than 165
local areas across the country. Nally says Ohio likely won’t be the
only member to pull out of the national group. In fact, he says, he
plans to talk to other states about joining him.

How does Ohio move forward in advocating for its positions related to clean
air on a national level?

I guess we’re going to be on our own for a
while, and we’ll ﬁgure it out. We’ll have to ﬁll the gap on the training component piece [for state and local officials]. As for the U.S.
EPA giving updates on policies and regulations, we’ll be receiving
a separate one. We’ll make do. We’re going to limp along for a
while, but we’ll ﬁgure it out.

Will other states follow you?
What factors led to pulling Ohio out of NACAA?
This was not a decision that was made overnight. This was
not a decision that was done haphazardly. This was a decision
that took several years. I came to Ohio from Indiana, where I was
the deputy director [of the state Department of Environmental
Management]. There have been several instances over the years
where states have become quite frustrated with personal agendas
being pursued rather than representation of the states.
22

I’m going to assume that other states will be leaving NACAA.
Multiple state directors came up to me and were interested in the
direction we’re going. I told those states that I’ll be sending something out to see if there isn’t some way we can solve this, asking
for a leadership change and asking for a charter change. Or there
is the possibility that we’ll just go off on our own. G
Email dscott@governing.com
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million Americans a year. With Esri® Technology,
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| ECONOMIC ENGINES
By William Fulton

What’s Your Investment Strategy?
here’s a big debate these days
about whether the government
simply spends money or invests
it. Republicans tend to say the
government spends money, which is
presumably bad for the economy, while
Democrats tend to say the government
invests money, which is presumably good
for the economy.
If only it were that simple. In truth,
the government sometimes just spends
money—which can be good in the short
term and bad in the long term. And then
sometimes the government invests it—
although the investments don’t always
pay off.
So, in bad times like these, what should
the government do? In particular, what, if
anything, can state and local governments
do? Will spending or investment make
any difference to the economy in the short
run? How about the long run?
Let’s begin with the difference between
spending and investment. In our personal
lives, spending is surrendering money
now in order to get some good or service
in return. Investing is surrendering money
now with the hope of getting a ﬁnancial

T

return later on, and winding up with more
money in the end.
A short-term economic stimulus is
clearly about spending. The government
spends money to put money in the pockets
of consumers who in turn spend it. This is
what Franklin Delano Roosevelt did during the Great Depression, and it is what
Barack Obama did in 2009. There may be
some long-term beneﬁt—think about the
New Deal-era bridges you drive across—
but that’s not the intent. The intent is to
stimulate spending now. The downside
is that the government may have to incur
long-term debt for short-term beneﬁt.
At the same time, the government does
invest money all the time, in all kinds of
things—bridges and highways, medical and high-tech research, training and
education. These investments cut across
all agencies and all levels of government, and they all have a demonstrable
long-term payoff. A good transportation
system facilitates the movement of goods
and services. Basic research helps lay the
foundation for new commercial products.
Training and education ensures that the
workforce has the skills required to get

and keep jobs. There’s a short-term beneﬁt to all these investments—construction
jobs, for example—but that’s not the intent.
The intent is to lay a solid foundation for
long-term economic growth. The downside is that the payoff can be years or even
decades away.
So what should the government do?
Spend? Invest? Or both?
I think the answer—especially at the
state and local level—is that government
has to focus on investment rather than
spending in order to ensure long-term and
stable economic prosperity.
The question of whether the government should engage in short-term spending to stimulate the economy will always
be controversial. For every economist
who tells you that the Obama stimulus
kept the bottom from falling out of the
economy, there’s another saying that
Obama’s debt is a drag on it. After all,
80 years after the fact, economists are still
arguing whether the New Deal saved the
economy or wrecked it.
In a downturn, there’s tremendous
pressure on everybody in the political
system—not only the president, but also

FLICKR/DOUG BRADLEY

The question of whether government is capable of spending wisely rages on.

This Tennessee
Valley Authority dam
was built during the
New Deal era. Was it
wasteful spending or
an investment?

24
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| URBAN NOTEBOOK
By Tod Newcombe

Email bfulton@cp-dr.com

The Port of
Long Beach, Calif.

Pensions Threaten to Sink Cities
Can they bail themselves out of the retirement mess?
Long Beach, Calif., is home to one of the world’s busiest shipping ports. Yet its ﬁscal
woes are as big as the giant freighters that dock there. Despite paring back its budget by $188 million over the course of several years, the Southern California city of
462,000 can’t seem to shake its rising pension costs. If nothing changes, Long Beach
will eventually have to devote its entire budget to funding workers’ retirement.
Long Beach is just one of many cities facing serious budget problems because of
ever-growing pension obligations. Central Falls, R.I., received national attention in
July when city leaders asked current retirees to give up a portion of their retirement
beneﬁts to stave off possible bankruptcy. Pittsburgh is also on the brink of trouble:
Its system was only 30 percent funded until its pension board reported in September
that future revenues would raise the amount to 62 percent. Anything less than 50
percent would have triggered a state takeover, which city officials said would have
led to signiﬁcant ﬁnancial consequences.
While pension problems at the state level have been grabbing headlines for some
time, many experts believe the real trouble will occur at the local level, where worker
compensation and beneﬁts account for as much as 80 percent of a city’s budget. To
cover ballooning pension costs, some cities have resorted to tax increases, worker
layoffs and service cuts. But critics call this managing a city by decline and say it
doesn’t address the real problem. Other cities, however, have begun to tackle the
pension problem head on, making changes ranging from modest to radical that will
put them on sound ﬁscal footing in the years ahead.
Long Beach persuaded its police union to agree to increase contributions from
2 percent to 9 percent. Now, it just needs to convince all the other city workers to sign
on. Atlanta has gone even further. With a $1.5 billion unfunded pension liability, the
city was on course to pay 20 cents of every dollar in revenue toward its obligations. As
a result, the City Council passed major reforms this year that include increasing what
current and future workers must pay in to the system, raising the retirement age and
placing new employees into a hybrid plan that combines traditional deﬁned beneﬁts
with a 401(k)-style deﬁned-contribution plan. The new plan saves $25 million in
the ﬁrst year and enables the city to pay off its huge pension liability down the road.
Initially negotiations were tense. But after several months, Atlanta Mayor Kasim
Reed (a 2011 Public Official of the Year, see page 37) and the City Council ﬁnally
passed a compromise unanimously. The plan has already been cited as a model for
other cities struggling with soaring pension costs. Given the continuing tight ﬁscal
situation, a reform model based on compromise is better than no model at all. G

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

every governor, legislator and mayor—to
perform some kind of economic miracle.
The truth of the matter, though, is that
governors and mayors can’t do much to
turn around a short-term economic crisis.
Only the federal government is big
enough, and has enough control over the
money supply, to inﬂuence overall consumer behavior in the short term. Even in
huge states like California, New York and
Texas, government spending isn’t going
to ﬂuctuate much from year to year—and
when spending does go up a lot, it’s usually because those states are engaged in
long-term capital projects backed by bond
issues. In other words, classic investmentstyle government spending.
So the best thing state and local governments can do is to devise a sound,
long-term strategy of investment in
infrastructure, education, research and
economic development, and stick to it.
This isn’t easy even in good times, because
there is always pressure to divert the funds
to short-term or politically popular purposes. How many times, for example, have
you seen a state or big city use bond proceeds to fund day-to-day operations? In
bad times, of course, it’s tempting to view
medical research or specialized job training
as a frill we can’t afford.
But look at the cities that have survived the economic downturn rather well:
Austin, Salt Lake City, San Diego and San
Francisco. They’re not places that make
desperate moves when the economy
declines. Nor are they all places with low
taxes and low regulation, though some of
them are. Rather they’re places that have
laid down long-term public and private
investments in infrastructure, education
and research—and, frankly, have effectively leveraged Washington’s consistent
long-term investments in these arenas.
If you’re in tough shape today, there
may not be much you can do as a mayor
or governor to ﬁx problems right now.
But clearly the best strategy to deal with
short-term downturns in the future is to
make long-term investments now, and
consistently over time. G
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The Mighty

Amazon

State legislative ﬁghts over Internet sales tax collection have been ﬁerce, w
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SHUTTERSTOCK.COM/TOM McKETH

hen Texas state Rep. John Otto found out
that Amazon was challenging a $269 million
bill for uncollected state sales taxes, he was
surprised. Several states have been trying to
force the Internet retailer to collect the tax on sales to its
in-state customers, but Amazon’s physical presence—or
nexus—in those states has been disputable. In Texas, it is
clear. Amazon has a large facility in Irving that it uses to
distribute the books, electronic devices and other items it
sells from its website.
What Otto couldn’t ﬁgure out was how that facility did
not fall under the “nexus standard” that a 1992 Supreme
Court case, Quill Corp. v. North Dakota, set for requiring a
remote seller—such as an Internet or catalog company—to
collect sales taxes.
So Otto dialed up the state comptroller. He asked her
what tools she needed to collect the $269 million that had
been accruing for four years. “I told her, ‘To the average
citizen, this company has physical presence here.’” What
the comptroller told him was that Amazon claimed it was
not in Texas as a retailer, that the Irving facility was a “distribution center.” Moreover, it claimed that its plant was a
subsidiary—and thus, a separate entity.
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THE MIGHTY AMAZON

JONATHAN MYERS

As Otto saw it, the Quill decision doesn’t draw such distinctions. It speaks only to physical presence. So he introduced legislation that insisted that Amazon had an obligation to collect and
remit the taxes. “If you have a subsidiary, control 50 percent or
more of it and it has physical presence in the state,” Otto says,
“then you should collect our sales tax.” Although it led to a showdown with the governor, Otto considered his bill a very conservative approach. “I wasn’t trying to push the envelope,” he says.
But other states have been. And for good reason. Uncollected
Internet sales taxes—whether they’re from sales on Amazon.com,
Overstock.com or any number of other Internet-only retailers—
are a big deal. A study published by the University of Tennessee

estimates sales tax losses on e-commerce will be $11.4 billion next
year. The total estimated loss between 2007 and 2012: $52 billion.
The impetus to collect that money is fed in part by the revenue
losses states have experienced during the Great Recession and
which continue today. But there is also a frustration that this is
money that is due the states. It’s not a new tax after all, states
argue. If the retailer does not collect the tax, consumers are supposed to report their purchases on their state tax returns and pay
the tax themselves. They rarely do, however, because most don’t
know they are required to do so or how to do it.
States have been coming up with a variety of ploys—some
conservative, others more radical—to get Internet retailers to collect the tax. Their efforts range from a handful of states claiming
nexus via in-state affiliates that sell on the big-name websites to
a 24-state compact to streamline sales tax systems. At the same
time, states that levy sales taxes have come up with new allies in
the ﬁght to get the U.S. Congress to redress the collection issue
and undo Quill. These allies include not just small mom-and-pop
stores on Main Street but also giant retailers such as Target and
Wal-Mart—retailers with robust Internet sites that do collect the
sales tax because they have nexus in almost all states.
28

At every turn, Amazon has gone to great lengths to block state
collection efforts. In states that claimed nexus because Amazon
affiliates were located there, Amazon ended relationships with
those businesses and, in turn, pursued litigation in the state.
In states where it had facilities, it threatened to pull them out,
thereby raising the specter of eliminating jobs. And where Amazon wanted to open facilities, it insisted on a free pass on tax
collection. Amazon declined interview requests for this story.
Its pugnacious ways have paid off in some states, where the
company was given the green light not to collect sales taxes for
years—so long as it kept or built a facility in the state. But those
ways have left bruised feelings, especially among legislators. In
Tennessee, where legislators have been
rethinking a deal Amazon struck last
year to build distribution warehouses in
return for not collecting the tax on goods
shipped from those facilities, state Sen.
Randy McNally likens Amazon lobbyists
to take-your-lunch-money bullies. “They
are making demands on the states that if
a smaller business came in and tried to do,
we’d laugh at ’em.”
This fall, however, there was what
may be the biggest breakthrough on the
Amazon tax front: California’s settlement with the company. After ﬁghting
legislation that would require out-ofstate online retailers to collect sales
taxes if they had affiliates, offices, workers or other ties to the state, the company ponied up millions of dollars to
put the issue to taxpayers via a ballot
referendum. It also cleansed its website
of California-based affiliates. Then, the
company suddenly backed down—in part because the damage
to its reputation was growing. The online retailer struck a deal
with the state that will require it to begin collecting sales taxes
in California after a one-year grace period. In September, Gov.
Jerry Brown signed the agreement into law.
The California deal suggests that Amazon may be changing
its game plan. If that’s so, it would probably bring the rest of the
Internet retailers into the fold as well. (Amazon recently made
a similar deal with Tennessee.) Meanwhile, the states battle on,
with legislators contending with the lobbying power of a giant—
juggling the need for revenue versus promises to bring a few jobs
to the state.

I

n Texas, Otto ended up with his hands full. His bill was not
well received by Amazon, which tried to persuade him to drop
it. “They held out enticement of jobs and everything else,” he
recalls. “They started at 3,000 jobs. By the time we were done,
they were up to 6,000.” Otto estimates the distribution center in
Irving employs about 200 people. He is scratching his head over
the number of distribution centers that Amazon would have to
build to employ an additional 5,800 people.
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there hasn’t been a
fleet vehicle like this since,
well, today.

The Prius Plug-in is the most advanced member of the Prius Family,
combining an extended all-electric mode with proven hybrid
technology. You also get the convenience of plug-in charging with rapid recharge times: 3 hours
1,2

with a standard 120V household outlet or 1.5 hours with a 240V outlet. The ability to choose between
electric and hybrid gives people the freedom to drive more, see more and do more. It’s a new kind
of Prius. And it’s just the right vehicle for your fleet. Call 1- 800 -732 -2798 or visit fleet.toyota.com

Prototype shown with options. Production model will vary. 1 Prius Plug-in EV mode works under certain conditions up to near freeway speeds for approximately 10-15 miles on a full charge. Sudden
acceleration or climate control usage may prevent EV mode usage. 2 CAUTION! When driving a hybrid vehicle, pay special attention to the area around the vehicle. Because there is little vehicle noise
in electric-only mode, pedestrians, people riding bicycles or other people and vehicles in the area may not be aware of the vehicle starting off or approaching them, so take extra care while driving.
©2011 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.
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SOURCE: STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT SALES TAX REVENUE LOSSES
FROM ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, CENTER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC
RESEARCH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, 2009

THE MIGHTY AMAZON

National Total State and Local E-Commerce and Revenue Losses (in millions)
Baseline E-Commerce Growth Scenario
Total Business-to-Business E-Commerce
Total Business-to-Consumer E-Commerce
Total E-Commerce

Estimated Taxes Due
Estimated Taxes Collected
Estimated Total State and Local Revenue Loss

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2,325,701
168,081

2,480,011
179,233

2,231,283
161,257

2,767,010
199,975

3,253,412
235,128

3,656,856
264,285

2,493,782

2,659,244

2,392,540

2,966,985

3,488,540

3,921,140

29,177
21,931

31,113
23,386

27,992
21,041

34,716
26,093

40,815
30,679

45,877
34,484

7,246

7,726

6,951

8,620

10,136

11,393

But the jobs offer wasn’t enough to turn him around. “I like a
level playing ﬁeld,” he says. “We have companies in Texas who
already collect taxes on Internet sales—like Target, Wal-Mart, and
Bed, Bath and Beyond—because they are physically here. How do
you allow a company like Amazon that puts a distribution center
in your state to argue they are not physically present?”
Ultimately, Amazon threatened to close the distribution center
and pull out of the Lone Star State. That threat got Gov. Rick Perry’s attention. He told Otto he would veto the measure if it passed.
It did, with overwhelming approval, and the governor vetoed it on
the last day of the session in May. When lawmakers returned for
a special session, they struck back. Perry had
no alternative but to allow it to become law,
even though he saw the law, his deputy press
secretary says, as containing “risks of signiﬁcant unintended consequences, including a
loss of Texas job opportunities and weakening of our state’s competitive advantage.”

ening to cancel $52 million in procurement contracts and eliminate job postings from its website. It also offered some carrots, boosting its offer with a promise to create 2,000 jobs and
to increase its investment in a million-square-foot building by
$35 million.
Some legislators saw the issue purely as one about jobs since
the state struggled with one of the highest unemployment rates in
the country. “We had the votes to pass it even though the governor
was vehemently opposed to it,” says state Sen. John M. “Jake”
Knotts Jr., who backed the bill. “And then the big boys came in,
like Wal-Mart, and said the bill to give a sales tax exemption was

In return for not
collecting sales
taxes, Amazon is
building a distribution center in
South Carolina that
promises to create
2,000 jobs.

A

30

SCWATCHDOG

similar battle played out differently in South Carolina. Outgoing
Gov. Mark Sanford struck a deal
with Amazon last year that offered
incentives for the company to build a facility
in the state and create some 1,200 jobs. The
deal included property tax reductions, job tax
credits and a ﬁve-year exemption from collecting the sales tax. That exemption was not,
however, binding on the Legislature.
When Nikki Haley became governor, she
complained that the deal was “bad policy”
and gave Amazon an unfair advantage over its
competitors. However, Haley added that if the
Legislature voted to allow the exemption, she
would let it become law as she felt bound to
honor the deal between Sanford and Amazon.
Initially, the state House rejected the
exemption. Amazon reacted swiftly, threatGOVERNING | Novem b er 2 0 1 1
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A moment of truth
deserves a solution you can rely on.
Master your narrowband migration with GSA.
Be prepared. The January 1, 2013 deadline to convert your land mobile radio functionality to narrowband
technology is fast approaching. To meet the mandated change, turn to GSA and let us help you with the
expertise and solutions you need to migrate confidently. Through GSA’s IT Schedule 70, we can connect
you to pre-vetted contractors across town and around the globe, who can assess your needs, offer options,
ease your transition and meet your unique budget requirements.
For more information, call our dedicated State and Local representative at 703-605-9155 or visit us online at
www.gsa.gov/narrowbanding1.
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THE MIGHTY AMAZON

Amazon Sales Tax Battle

against small businesses, and they felt it was wrong.” The South
Carolina Commerce Department estimated the exemption would
create a net gain of $232 million in the ﬁrst year and $1.7 billion
over 10 years.
South Carolina state Sen. Larry Grooms ﬁlibustered against the
sales tax exemption because he opposed the government picking
out one particular retailer for a special beneﬁt. Grooms, a Republican, suggested that the state should either refuse to extend the
special sales tax exemption to Amazon or extend it to every online
retailer that has a presence in South Carolina. “Amazon wasn’t
interested in the sales tax exemption being expanded to all online
retailers—just themselves,” Grooms says.
As the ﬁght over the exemption dragged on, Amazon’s supporters upped the ante. They suggested that the ﬁrm would move
to Georgia and still make sales in South Carolina without collecting the tax. To which Grooms replies, “I don’t know how folks in
Georgia could look their existing online retailers in the eye and
say, ‘Yeah, but these guys are special and y’all are not.’”
Though Grooms’ ﬁlibuster failed, several ameliorating
amendments passed, including one to require Amazon to send
a statement to its customers, reminding them to remit the sales
tax on goods they purchase on its website and providing a link
to the state revenue department.
32

SOURCE: THESTREET

States working with Amazon
States where Amazon has cut ties with afﬁliates
States where Amazon collects sales tax
States at risk of being cut off by Amazon
As of Sept. 6, 2011

In the end, Amazon was a big winner. It gained a ﬁve-year
exemption from collecting sales taxes in return for following
through on its jobs and investment pledges.

I

n California, the ﬁght started out being even bloodier. After
the law to force certain online retailers to collect the sales tax
was enacted, Amazon spent $5 million to collect signatures
for a referendum to overturn it. As in South Carolina, Amazon
also dangled the possibility of opening a half-dozen distribution
centers and creating 7,000 jobs—if its sales tax exemption was
preserved until 2014.
California state Assembly Majority Leader Charles Calderon
worried that the referendum Amazon was collecting signatures
for “would be a difficult political ﬁght” for the bill’s backers. Still,
lawmakers stood ﬁrm. California has been losing $1.2 billion a
year in sales and use tax collections from e-commerce, Calderon
says, and Amazon does about $4 billion of business in the state.
Amazon also threatened to litigate the state’s claims about what
constitutes nexus. “We had a pretty good chance in court, but of
course nothing is certain when you go to court,” Calderon says.
“So the stage was set for some kind of compromise that placed the
decision in our hands—Amazon and the state—not in the hands of
the electorate or the courts.”
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Healthy Living
December 6, 2011 | Botanical Gardens, Atlanta, GA

PROBLEM:
Obesity

COST:

$270 billion annually

SOLUTION:
Join Us

Speakerrs::
VALERIE BROWN
N of President Obama’s
Advisory Group on Prevention, Health Promotion,
and Integrative and Public Health
PARRIS GLENDENING, President of
Smart Growth America
RON SIMS, Former Deputy Secretary of the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development
MICK COR
MI
ORNE
NETT
TT, Mayor, Oklahoma City

Register/Sponsor
Susan Shinneman
VP of GOVERNING Events
sshinneman@governing.com
916.932.1337
SPONSORS:
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ADVANCING EFFICIENCY

ADVANCING COMMERCE

Who knows, they may appoint you
Secretary of Efficiency and Convenience.

Government Payment
Solutions

It’s a new era of productivity with advanced procurement and disbursement solutions from MasterCard.
At MasterCard, we’re providing progressive solutions to help government processes run more smoothly and
efficiently. With MasterCard Public Sector Card Solutions® like the MasterCard® Prepaid Government Benefits
Card and MasterCard Government Purchasing Card,® you can help reduce administrative expenses, increase
transparency, and make program management more secure. Plus, by improving service for recipients and
employees, MasterCard procurement and disbursement solutions deliver the kind of convenience that
everyone can get behind.
Explore our prepaid card solutions at mastercard.com/government.
©2011 MasterCard.
MasterCard, MasterCard Public Sector Card Solutions, MasterCard Government Purchasing Card, and the MasterCard Brand Mark are all trademarks of MasterCard International Incorporated.
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THE MIGHTY AMAZON

Meanwhile, Bill Dombrowski, president
of the California Retailers Association, lobbied hard against Amazon interests. The
brick-and-mortar retailers found it maddening, he says, that people come into electronics stores, check out expensive ﬂat-panel
TVs and then buy from an online retailer.
“You can save a couple of hundred bucks if
you are not paying sales tax on a TV like that.
It is a huge issue and it had to be addressed.”
Amazon offered to collect the sales
tax after two years. Calderon called that
proposal a “nonstarter.” Ultimately, both
sides agreed to a one-year moratorium in
tax collections after which Amazon would

likely to move.” Given the ﬁerce partisanship on Capitol Hill, a safe prediction is
that this measure is a long shot for passage
this year—or in 2012, an election year.
Instead, look for battles to continue to
be waged from state to state. Take New
York, which is litigating whether the nexus
requirement is met when an affiliate business in the state has a link on Amazon (or
other out-of-state retailer) and receives
a commission on sales after a consumer
clicks on the link. New York says that affiliate relationships create a “presence” so
that Amazon must collect sales tax. The
state won in lower court, but Amazon is

In what may be the biggest breakthrough on
the Amazon tax front, California struck a deal
that will require Amazon to collect sales taxes
in California after a one-year grace period.
collect the taxes—unless federal legislation
is enacted. If Congress does not enact legislation, the company would have to start
collecting California taxes next September.

E

ven as it ﬁghts the states over the
issue, Amazon is supporting a
national solution. Legislation introduced in July in Congress, the Main
Street Fairness Act, is the latest effort to
begin a much-needed simpliﬁcation of tax
laws, but it has not won Republican support
this year as it has in the past.
Scott Peterson, executive director of the
Streamlined Sales Tax Governing Board,
which seeks a settlement on a national basis,
is upbeat about the measure’s prospects.
The legislation would give the 24 states that
have signed on to the streamlined sales tax
agreement the authority to require retailers
to collect sales tax while also simplifying tax
collection for the sellers.
Noting that Senate Majority Whip
Richard Durbin, a Democrat, is a sponsor
of the bill, Peterson says, “We are extremely
optimistic, and all the negative things being
said are proof that we are close to actually
getting something done.”
But a Senate Democratic staffer said
that with no Republican support, “it’s not

appealing—and collecting the sales tax as
the litigation proceeds. As it pursues its
case in New York, Amazon has terminated
affiliate programs in such states as Illinois,
North Carolina and Rhode Island.
In surveying the states’ varied actions,
Michael Mazerov, a senior fellow with the
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities,
applauds Texas and California for standing ﬁrm. “If states want to solve this problem, they have to hang together and not
be picked off,” he says. “I understand that
state officials want to do what they can to
create jobs, but the situation in California
seems to indicate that when push comes
to shove, [Internet retailers will] go ahead”
and do business in the state anyway.
For now, Mazerov, who started working
on this issue in 1990 at the Multistate Tax
Commission, says he is “very supportive of
these state-speciﬁc approaches, but they
can only chip away at the problem; they
can’t solve it comprehensively. Federal legislation is the only way to do that.”
When does he see an end to this protracted battle? “Here we are in 2011, and we
are still ﬁghting,” he says. “I don’t expect to
see this resolved anytime soon.” G

A benefits card
with extra benefits.
MasterCard ® Prepaid
Benefits Cards reduce
disbursement costs, improve
operational efficiency, and
enhance service to recipients
in several ways, including:
• On-time payments and
easy access to funds
• Ability to make purchases,
pay bills, and access cash
at millions of locations
nationwide
• No bank account required

For more ways MasterCard can
benefit you and recipients, visit
mastercard.com/publicsector.

©2011 MasterCard.
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THE BEST
RUN BETTER
WITH
SAP
SAP HELPS GREAT ORGANIZATIONS DO WHAT
THEY DO BEST, EVEN BETTER.
Innovation. Compliance. Efﬁciency.
Sustainability. SAP has but one
goal – to make every government
organization best-run.
Our software is designed for it.
Our company revolves around it.
Our people are obsessed with it.
So run leaner. Run smarter.
Run better with SAP.
Find out what SAP can do for your
organization at sap.com/government
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2011
PUBLIC

OFFICIALS
of the

t’s been four years since the housing bubble burst. And
even though the Great Recession is officially over, let’s face
it: Times are still really tough. Across the country, public
officials ﬁnd themselves with some of the largest budget
gaps on record. Forty-two states projected shortfalls for ﬁscal
year 2012 totaling $103 billion. With national unemployment
hovering around 9 percent, foreclosures claiming one in 111
homes, pension liabilities of up to $3 trillion and Medicaid
enrollment on the rise, state and local governments have had
to make severe cuts to health, education and workforce rolls,
among other things.
But despite all the doom and gloom, the story of 2011’s
Public Officials of the Year is not a sad one. To be sure, these
honorees have had to do more with less, to make tough
choices in a time of increasingly strained public revenues.
But in the end, their story is one of problem-solving. These
nine individuals took on the biggest issues facing states and
localities, and they found solutions. They will leave their

I

YEAR

cities, counties and states, as Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed
puts it, “leaner, more efficient and built for the future.”
Reed and our other 2011 Public Officials of the Year
are the right leaders for tough times. More than crisis
managers, they are reformers. Both Reed and Utah Sen.
Dan Liljenquist transformed ﬂailing pension systems into
national models. They are innovators. Boston’s Nigel Jacob
and Chris Osgood run a nimble IT shop, creating small apps
and programs that have had a huge impact. And they are
leaders. Arkansas Gov. Mike Beebe wasn’t content just to
weather the ﬁnancial storm of the Great Recession; he beat
it with budget surpluses. These individuals remind us that
even in the toughest of times, solutions—through compromise,
collaboration and tenacity—can be found. Problems can be
solved. Governing is proud to honor their accomplishments.
See more photos and read proﬁles of
our past Public Ofﬁcials of the Year at
governing.com/poy
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The Eco-Emissary
JOA N I E

M A H O N E Y

County Executive, Onondaga County, N.Y.

here is a long and discouraging political tradition in upstate
New York. Put bluntly, it says counties surrounding places like
Rochester, Schenectady and Buffalo should leave those cities to
struggle on their own with severe job losses, eroding tax bases,
failing school systems, brownﬁeld sites and polluted waterways.
So when someone like Onondaga County Executive Joanie Mahoney
says, “Our region will thrive only if Syracuse thrives,” it deserves
attention.
Since taking over as county executive in January 2008, Mahoney, a
Republican, has pursued a remarkable and sustained effort to partner
with Syracuse officials on getting a wide variety of big and important jobs
done. Her goal is a healthier Syracuse, creating a thriving city at the heart
of what is a mostly rural county.
“Most people will say that it’s important to our region to have a
healthy and vibrant city, but too often that’s just lip service,” says Syracuse
Mayor Stephanie Miner, a Democrat. “Joanie makes decisions that
reﬂect that.”
Probably the most prominent of Mahoney’s Syracuse-friendly
decisions, though, was to push back on a U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) consent order aimed at cleaning up Syracuse’s Onondaga
Lake, considered to be one of the most polluted in the country.
The initial deal worked out with the EPA had been to build three
sewage treatment plants downtown. “I just didn’t feel that building those
three plants in three different downtown neighborhoods was being
respectful of the city,” says Mahoney.
One of her ﬁrst initiatives as county executive was successfully
renegotiating the consent order so that the city and county could work
together on a much greener approach to preventing sewage and runoff
from spilling into the lake.
Called Save the Rain, the effort has involved dozens of projects from
planting green roofs on municipal buildings, to ambitious and widescale landscaping plans, to numerous other efforts to reduce impervious
surfaces citywide.
Besides Save the Rain, which has become a national model for a green
approach to dealing with overloaded sewer systems and toxic runoff,
she has helped craft the county’s ﬁrst long-range sustainability plan. She
also pushed for and won a new ﬁscal arrangement whereby all local sales
taxes go to the county’s coffers, not only to shore up county ﬁnances, but
also as a way to directly share that revenue with Syracuse.
Looking at the breadth and depth of Mahoney’s accomplishments and
the partnerships she has forged begs the obvious question: What makes
her so effective? “Joanie will always tell you what she plans to do and
why, and then you can take it to the bank and trust her,” says Miner. “And
even when she has to make difficult decisions that she knows are going to
be subject to backlash, she does what she believes is right.”
—Jonathan Walters
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The Peacekeeper
R O N

H A D DA D

Chief of Police, City of Dearborn, Mich.

n the wake of the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001,
many people looked at Arab Americans with fear and
suspicion. It was a sentiment that was particularly
personal for the residents of Dearborn, Mich., home
to the nation’s most concentrated Arab community. But a
decade later, trust—not fear or suspicion—is the watchword
throughout Dearborn. And the person largely responsible
for building that trust is Police Chief Ron Haddad.
Before two airplanes struck the World Trade Center
buildings, terrorism wasn’t something most local law
enforcement agencies had to worry about. Since that day,
however, many local police departments have ramped
up their intelligence-gathering capabilities and worked
more closely than ever with federal agencies to prevent
future domestic terror attacks. Haddad has taken a slightly
different approach. Dearborn’s counterterrorism efforts,
according to Haddad, operate on one basic assumption:
“Most people are not terrorists, nor will they tolerate
acts of terror.”
With this in mind, Haddad, the city and state’s ﬁrst
Arab-American police chief, has formed relationships built
on trust and respect with all members of his community,
particularly the Arab and Muslim populations. Haddad
has pioneered a new approach to counterterrorism, using
community-based policing as a way to defend against
violent extremism. It’s paying off. Crime was down 7
percent in 2010, thanks in large part to the culture of
comfort that citizens have in reporting suspicious activity.
“[There] can’t be this boots-on-the-ground sort
of militaristic, machismo attitude about countering
terrorism,” says Juliette Kayyem, the former assistant
secretary for Intergovernmental Affairs at the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security. “It has to be one of
civic engagement, and I think the Dearborn model is a
model for the nation and for federal policy.”
Dearborn’s strong civic engagement is exempliﬁed
in its Building Respect in Diverse Groups to Enhance
Sensitivity (BRIDGES) program, which has already been
replicated by a handful of other cities. BRIDGES offers a
way for Dearborn’s Arab-American residents to voice their
concerns to local, state and federal government officials.
During community meetings, “you hear not fear, not
antagonism, not a language of isolation,” but “a community
that’s invested in public safety,” says Kayyem. And
Haddad is “an ideal bridge between the community and
the police force.”
—Caroline Cournoyer
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The Steady Hand
M I K E

B E E B E

Governor, State of Arkansas

hink of the states that have weathered the ﬁnancial storm best, and North
Dakota and Alaska—rich in lucrative oil—likely come to mind. But Arkansas
should too. As the 2011 ﬁscal year approached, it was one of just four states
that didn’t face a budget shortfall, and it repeated that fortune this year.
Followers of Arkansas politics say it’s largely due to the steady ﬁscal hand of Gov. Mike
Beebe, who has more authority over the state budget than most of his counterparts
elsewhere.
Beebe has taken a conservative, measured approach to budgeting, and he has the
authority to adjust the budget as revenue ﬂuctuates. As a result, Arkansas hasn’t dug
itself into a hole, and it’s avoided many of the painful layoffs and deep cuts that other
states have endured. “I don’t micromanage anything in state government,” Beebe says,
“except money.”
While Beebe doesn’t have a strong national proﬁle, he’s overwhelmingly popular
within his state. In April, as the legislative session was winding down, he had a job
approval rating of 67 percent. Even more unusual: Beebe, a Democrat, is enjoying
enormous support even as his state is quickly shifting from blue to red. In his 2010
re-election, Beebe defeated his Republican challenger by a 30-point margin; in the same
election, voters put more Republicans in office than any time since Reconstruction.
“Arkansans feel pretty good about the direction they’re heading,” says Jay Barth,
a political science professor at Hendrix College near Little Rock. “Some would say in
this environment, a state’s citizens feeling pretty good about their government is an
accomplishment in and of itself.”
Part of Beebe’s bipartisan appeal stems from the fact that he typically steers clear
of polarizing social issues while focusing on policies to improve his state. He has
increased the state’s investment in education, where Arkansas has made signiﬁcant
improvement. Education Week now ranks Arkansas sixth in the country for the quality
of its K-12 program. He’s also promoted worker training programs for businesses
looking to relocate to Arkansas. And for all the talk of the so-called “Texas miracle,”
Arkansas actually has a lower unemployment rate than the neighboring Lone Star
State, as well as the country at large. Beebe attributes this in part to his Quick Action
Closing Fund, a multimillion-dollar discretionary fund the Legislature gave him months
after taking office that continues today. The cash allows him to provide incentives like
infrastructure assistance to businesses creating jobs in Arkansas.
“This is a guy who has loads of experience, and it shows,” says Janine Parry, a
political science professor at the University of Arkansas. “He knows which ﬁghts to
ﬁght, and which ﬁghts to leave to another day or another person.”
Beebe’s marquee issue has been his efforts to gradually reduce Arkansas’ grocery
tax. His incremental approach—as opposed to an outright elimination, which would
have been more challenging—seems to have paid off. Lawmakers have spent decades
unsuccessfully railing against the tax, but Beebe has had more success than any
of them, reducing it from 6 percent to 1.5 percent during his tenure. The strategy
he often repeats—“underpromise and overdeliver”—has become a hallmark of his
administration and a reﬂection of his ability to govern wisely during turbulent times.
“I think people running for office sell the electorate short sometimes,” Beebe says.
“Telling them the truth on the front end, and not making wild promises, is important.”
—Ryan Holeywell
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The Urban Scholar
MATTHEW

GOLDSTEIN

Chancellor, The City University of New York

ince he became chancellor of the City University of New York
(CUNY) in 1999, Matthew Goldstein could be recognized for
any number of his outstanding achievements: turnaround artist,
academic standard-setter, performance chief, fundraiser. But a
lesser-known accolade could be one of his most important: city partner.
CUNY is an unusual academic institution residing in a unique city.
Formerly the City College of New York, the system today consists of 19
schools, including 11 four-year colleges, with nearly a half-million students,
most of whom arrive requiring remedial education. CUNY has more than 300
buildings spread across the ﬁve boroughs of New York. With that substantial
footprint, Goldstein recognized CUNY could play a transformational role
in terms of integrating sustainability into the fabric of the school and the
surrounding city.
Under Goldstein (City College, Class of 1963), the university has turned the
talk of a sustainable partnership into action. In 2011, CUNY released a map on
its website showing the solar power potential for approximately two-thirds of
New York’s rooftops. By working together, CUNY and New York have helped
pave the way for the foundation of a new type of infrastructure based on
renewable energy. The map is just the beginning. CUNY is also working with
city agencies and utilities to support large-scale renewable energy market
growth in the Big Apple. An unusual project for a public university? Perhaps.
Outlandish? Deﬁnitely not. Given the growing importance of sustainability for
cities countrywide, this particular partnership could be a game-changer.
Goldstein has sought out other ways for the country’s largest city
university to partner with New York. CUNY has made itself a test-bed for
e-book technology and has worked with the city’s Department of Education
to ﬁnd the best way to lower the cost of school text books through the use of
digital information in the classroom.
These partnerships reﬂect Goldstein’s willingness to push for higher
levels of excellence. Prior to Goldstein’s appointment as chancellor, CUNY
had become, in the memorable words of a mayoral task force, “an institution
adrift.” By installing new leaders, setting stringent performance goals, raising
more than $2 billion for capital projects, adding 1,700 new faculty and creating
new graduate schools for public health, journalism and professional studies,
Goldstein has reinvigorated the once-groundbreaking institution. Between
1933 and 1950, City College produced nine alumni who won Nobel Prizes,
more than any other public university in the United States during that period.
“For decades, people [have] said anything public is dirty, is mediocre,”
says Carnegie Corporation of New York President Vartan Gregorian. “Matt
has changed that at CUNY as chancellor.” And he has done it all without
sacriﬁcing CUNY’s identity. Of its 430,000 students, 37 percent were born
outside the United States. Forty-seven percent speak a language other than
English at home.
Thanks to Goldstein’s leadership, CUNY, in the words of Intel co-founder
Andy Grove (City College, Class of 1960) has once again become “a veritable
American dream machine.”
—John Buntin
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The Change Agent
DAN

LILJENQUIST

Senator, State of Utah

hortly after Dan Liljenquist was elected to the Utah
Senate in 2008, he was named chair of the Senate’s
Retirement Committee, a backwater body that
met infrequently and didn’t take on major issues.
But when the state retirement fund lost nearly a quarter of its
value in the market downturn, Liljenquist changed that.
To pay for the losses, Utah would have to commit about 10
percent of its general fund revenues for 25 years. Liljenquist
was determined to keep taxpayers from suffering if the market
tanked again. “I just geeked out on the data,” says Liljenquist,
who began presenting the numbers to every stakeholder
who would listen (and some who didn’t really want to). He
ultimately became the architect of Utah’s pension reform,
which closes the existing system to new workers and instead
offers them a deﬁned-contribution plan in which the state
contributes 10 percent of a worker’s salary—and no more.
The move wasn’t popular—thousands of state employees
protested it—but it eventually passed, and it removes the
possibility of the retirement fund ever bankrupting the state
in the future. The Wall Street Journal has called it a model
other states should replicate.
Liljenquist then set his sights on Medicaid. Utah is on pace
to see Medicaid eat up 36 percent of the general fund by 2020.
Liljenquist created a plan—which passed by huge margins—
to switch from traditional fee-for-service payments to a
managed-care approach. The idea, which is gaining traction
in other states too, is that medical professionals should be
ﬁnancially rewarded for positive outcomes, not for racking up
costly tests and treatments. The plan tries to slow Medicaid
growth by limiting increases in per-member spending to the
rate of general fund growth. It also includes small—though
controversial—increases in Medicaid co-pays, to give patients
more of an incentive for efficient care. The changes, which are
awaiting approval from the federal government, would save
Utah an estimated $770 million in the ﬁrst seven years.
Liljenquist’s success in confronting such serious issues
has led to inevitable rumors about a run for higher office,
including a possible Republican primary challenge to
longtime U.S. Sen. Orrin Hatch. Liljenquist could be a
formidable opponent. “He has a very compelling personal
story,” says Quin Monson, a political science professor
at Brigham Young University, referring to a plane crash
Liljenquist survived, shortly before his election, that killed
11 of 14 passengers. “But also he has this reputation for really
being able to dig in on the details of complicated problems. It
would be a sad thing if the Legislature were to lose his talent.”
—Ryan Holeywell
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The House Keeper
L E E

H AWO RT H

Judge, 12th Judicial Circuit Court, State of Florida

ive million homes. That’s how many American
residences have been claimed by foreclosure since
the housing crisis took hold four years ago. In south
Florida, however, things aren’t as bad as they could
have been, thanks to Judge Lee Haworth. Just as the housing
market began to collapse in 2007, Haworth assumed the top job
in the 12th Judicial Circuit Court, which oversees three of the
state’s 67 counties. As chief judge, Haworth saw the number of
new foreclosure lawsuits in his circuit rise from 900 in 2006 to
8,500 just two years later. He decided to do something about it.
“Haworth was on the forefront of sanity,” says Matthew
Weidner, a foreclosure attorney in the state. With nothing
happening on the national level to combat the ﬂood of
foreclosures, Haworth wrote a unique requirement in 2008
that banks meet with homeowners about their options before
ﬁling for foreclosure. Not only did roughly 25 percent of people
facing foreclosure in Haworth’s circuit resolve their cases this
way, but the program became the framework for the statewide
Residential Foreclosure Mediation Program that the Florida
Supreme Court enacted in 2010.
When it became clear that banks were purposely ﬁling
incomplete, inaccurate paperwork in foreclosure ﬁlings,
Haworth again took the lead. Rather than letting the banks
slide and unlawfully seize people’s homes, Haworth dismissed
any and all such cases and required lenders to repay the ﬁling
fees and start from scratch. He also convinced lawyers to
volunteer to review all foreclosure ﬁlings for mistakes. The
program, unofficially dubbed “Stop the Slop,” raised lenders’
paperwork compliance rate from 50 percent to nearly
90 percent in just a few years. Because of this, Haworth’s
jurisdiction “will have a lot less problems than other counties,”
says Weidner.
While the foreclosure crisis has demanded most of his
energy, Haworth’s work as chief judge has also included
revamping the local foster care program and creating a
program that diverts qualiﬁed combat veterans from the
criminal justice system into treatment programs for post
traumatic stress disorder, traumatic brain injuries and alcohol
or drug problems.
Haworth pulled off all these programs despite an extremely
slim budget: Less than 1 percent of the state budget is put
toward Florida’s judicial branch. But budget cuts and big banks
aside, Haworth, who stepped down as chief judge in July but
still oversees foreclosure cases, says one of the hardest things
about being a judge is that you “have to follow the law even
though you see the hardship that goes along with doing so.”
—Caroline Cournoyer
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The Mechanics

N I G E L JAC O B
C H R I S O S G O O D
Co-chairs, Mayor’s Office of New Urban Mechanics, City of Boston

hen it comes to government innovation—especially
during tough times —some of the best ideas come
from thinking small. That’s the notion behind the
Mayor’s Office of New Urban Mechanics, a unique
Boston IT agency focused on ﬁnding innovative ways to deliver
services and increase citizen engagement. It’s like an in-house R&D
shop for the city, and the two-person team that leads the office—
Nigel Jacob (right) and Chris Osgood—says that a ﬂexible focus on
micro-projects is key. Most of the projects cost about $10,000, which
may be subsidized through a combination of city operations funds
and contributions from nonproﬁt and private partners. “In order to
get these products up and running as quickly as possible and start
showing value as quickly as possible, we try to make them as bitesized as possible,” Jacob says.
But Jacob and Osgood’s small-scale focus has yielded big
results. Their signature product, a maintenance-request app called
Citizens Connect, has been downloaded more than 16,000 times and
replicated in more than 20 countries since it was launched in 2009.

W
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Osgood, an urban policy guy with a Harvard MBA, and Jacob,
a Canadian IT developer, both started as City Hall fellows in 2006
and eventually became advisers to Mayor Thomas Menino. When
Menino conceived the idea of a nimble IT solutions shop in 2010, he
knew Osgood and Jacob were the right people for the job. Now, the
duo is tasked with developing partnerships within and outside of City
Hall to quickly produce new apps and programs. “Come to us, pitch
your idea, work with us and let’s see if it could work,” Jacob says. The
office currently has 100 pitches to sift through. Working with small
development ﬁrms, nonproﬁts and colleges, New Urban Mechanics
is managing almost 20 projects that address needs in infrastructure,
education and what Osgood and Jacob call “participatory urbanism.”
What the New Urban Mechanics office shows is that investing
in small, calculated risks can have a major impact. The work of Jacob
and Osgood could fundamentally change the way citizens interact
with cities. “I think people are beginning to recognize there’s a
whole host of opportunities that can shift the way government serves
its constituents,” says Osgood.
—Tina Trenkner
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The Futurist
K A S I M

R E E D

Mayor, City of Atlanta

asim Reed spends a lot of time thinking
about the next guy. Not that the Atlanta
mayor has plans to leave office anytime soon;
he was elected to his ﬁrst term just two
years ago. Nonetheless, Reed puts considerable energy
into planning for his successor. It was that mindset
that compelled Reed to address Atlanta’s looming
pension crisis head-on. The city’s retirement plan had
plummeted from 99 percent funded in 2001 to 51 percent
funded by 2009—a $1.5 billion problem. “This was going
to blow up at some time, either while I was in office or
shortly after I got out,” Reed says. “I could have ducttaped it and escaped. But it was going to explode on a
new mayor.”
Reed engineered a major overhaul of the city’s
pension plan for new hires as well as existing employees,
shifting to a deﬁned-contribution plan and increasing
workers’ contributions by 5 percent across the board.
Under intense pressure from Reed, the City Council
approved the new plan 15-0 in June. The overhaul—
along with other ﬁscal reforms the mayor has achieved—
puts the city on its soundest ﬁscal footing in a generation.
Reed has reopened community centers and pools, added
100 new police officers to city streets and even instituted
a modest pay raise for police and ﬁreﬁghters. At the same
time, the city’s reserves have grown from $7.4 million to
more than $70 million by the end of this year.
Reed is a Democrat, but his pragmatic, bipartisan
approach—which he attributes to his 11 years in the state
Legislature—has earned accolades from leaders on both
sides of the aisle. Reed “genuinely puts what’s in the
best interest of the city or the state ahead of politics,”
Lt. Gov. Casey Cagle, a Republican, told Roll Call earlier
this year. “I think that’s really the deﬁning attribute of a
statesman.”
His successes in Atlanta have garnered national
attention, but Reed says he’s turning his focus to “quieter
achievements,” like instituting a 311 customer service
system and increasing on-time trash pickup. And, of
course, thinking about his successor. “I believe a lot of
the work I’m doing is really for the next mayor,” he says.
“At some point, there’s going to be a mayor in this office
when our economy gets back to the 2008 level. And
when it does, the mayor will have a government that is
leaner, more efficient and built for the future.”
—Zach Patton
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BY ALAN GREENBLATT

PIECING IT
TOGETHER

Redistricting is guaranteed to raise complaints
about bias. California and other states are
looking for ways to mute the whining.

edistricting always creates drama. Every 10 years some
number of legislators and congressmen ﬁnd the new
redistricting map draws them out of a job or puts them
in a much more precarious position. One party or the
other ﬁnds itself handicapped by the shape of the new districts.
Naturally, politicians raise a fuss. “There are always going to be
sore losers with redistricting,” says Justin Levitt, a professor at
Loyola Law School in Los Angeles. “Redistricting is, in many
ways, the thing that legislators take most personally.”
When given the chance, legislators try to spare their own
feelings—and protect their bailiwicks. The ability of politicians
to trade favors and votes is never more in evidence than during
redistricting season. Leaders of the two parties can enter into a
nonaggression pact, protecting as many of the incumbents on both
sides as possible. That happened 10 years ago, when the brother
of a Democratic congressman in California charged incumbents
$20,000 apiece for his services in drawing districts that made
re-election an entirely safe bet. The result was that when the new
maps were put to the test in 2002, not a single seat changed party
hands in the state Senate, Assembly or congressional delegation.
All told, over the course of 765 congressional and legislative
elections held in the state during the past decade, only ﬁve seats
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PIECING IT TOGETHER

ever changed party hands. “California’s whole system of redistricting had always been at one end of the spectrum,” says Tim
Storey, a redistricting expert with the National Conference of State
Legislatures. “It had clearly been a state that had given full protection to incumbents. They set themselves up for major reform.”
California was not the only state at the far end of the spectrum.
Florida had a problem as well. Statewide elections are generally
competitive, including presidential contests, but Florida had been
sliced into districts that were so safe for one party or the other
that few candidates bothered taking on incumbents. In 2004,
only a handful of state legislators faced major party opposition
at all. Not a single incumbent was defeated. Only six challengers
ﬁnished within 10 points of the incumbent.
Across the country, several states have dabbled with ways to
bring less bias to redistricting—by setting up panels to provide a
ﬁrst draft or by asking for citizen input. The issue of redistricting
and how to do it fairly is a never-ending one. But in Florida and
California, the sense that politicians were able to choose their own
sets of voters, rather than the other way around, convinced many
people in those states that the redistricting laws had to change.
Last year, Floridians approved a law meant to bar legislators
from drawing maps with the intention of favoring one party or
the other. In true bipartisan fashion, the law was challenged by
two members of Congress, one Democrat and one Republican,
but in September a federal court upheld it. It’s not clear how a
mandate for not just compact but also politically competitive
maps will be carried out in practice: The Florida Legislature
has yet to release its product.
In California, voters in 2008 established a 14-member commission to draw legislative maps. Two years later, it was granted the
additional responsibility of creating congressional districts. But
that responsibility came with speciﬁc orders. The commission
was told to ignore incumbent protection—and even legislators’
home addresses—while creating districts that are compact and
keep intact when possible what are known as “communities of
interest” and political jurisdictions such as whole cities.
Although outside observers say the commission did its
job fairly well, especially given the convoluted rules involved
in setting up the commission in a short amount of time, not
everyone is happy. In fact, Republicans are livid. The GOP is
convinced the new map puts them at a disadvantage both for
U.S. House seats and, in particular, in the state Senate. Hispanics
don’t like the maps much either. Groups such as the Mexican
American Legal Defense and Educational Fund are eyeing the
Voting Rights Act and considering suing over the issue of inadequate Latino representation.
But it’s Republicans who are making the loudest noise. Democrats dominate California politics, and Republicans warn that the
Senate map will shut them out of power entirely. Tax increases
require a two-thirds majority in both chambers in California. The
GOP has only two seats to spare in the Senate—both of which
Republicans believe they will lose as a result of redrawn districts.
“It pretty much guarantees that Republicans will lose the onethird voting bloc when it comes to tax increases and fee increases,”
says Mimi Walters, a Republican who represents parts of Orange
56

The California
Citizens Redistricting
Commission explains
the state’s new
electoral boundaries.

and San Diego counties in the state Senate. “We will be in a superminority position if in fact we don’t redraw the lines.”
Walters is spending a good deal of her time these days traveling up and down the state in search of funds to help ﬁnance a
ballot measure to toss out the commission’s map and have courts
appoint a special master to do the job over. The California Republican Party is sponsoring the effort, which is allowed by the initiative that created the commission.

alifornia Republicans are also going down a more
tried and true avenue of complaint—namely, by ﬁling
a lawsuit. The commission violated its own rules,
they say, with indications of partisan bias among
some of the commissioners and the consulting ﬁrm it hired to
do the actual line drawing. The commission also failed to keep
some communities of interest intact, says Tom Del Beccaro, who
chairs the California GOP. “They extinguished Republican seats
not based on demographics or the guidelines, but from a desire to
create a certain outcome,” he says. “They didn’t follow the rules
and the process was corrupted.”
California is not the only state besieged by such complaints. In
Arizona, which is now in the midst of its second redistricting cycle
using a commission created by ballot measure, Republicans argue
that the supposedly independent nature of the commission has
been compromised by partisan leanings. Its mapmaking consul-
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PIECING IT TOGETHER

Nevertheless, Republican complaints now turn on the notion
that Democratic operatives managed to sneak onto the commission and trick most of the GOP members for their own purposes.
“The idea of the commission is good,” says Del Beccaro. “But in
practice sometimes it gets abused.”
Not everyone sees it that way. For one thing, the maps
won near-unanimous support from commissioners, with the
exception of one Republican who opposed all of them and one
other who voted against the new congressional map. Vincent
Barabba, the Republican who chaired the commission, says
there was “no basis” for accusations that decisions were made
for partisan reasons. As Levitt, the Loyola law professor, sees
it, all the evidence suggests the opposite. “If the consultants in
California were perceived to be Democratic-leaning,” he says, “I
don’t believe the Republican commissioners would be repeatedly
hoodwinked in a way that would be possible to steamroll them.”

he California commission’s work offers more proof, if
any were necessary, that it’s impossible to remove politics from redistricting. “Whether you think they did a
good job or not depends on whether your ox was gored,
but that’s true of redistricting in general,” says Nathaniel Persily,
a redistricting consultant at Columbia Law School.
Still, Democrats say that the GOP complaints amount to
nothing more than sour grapes. The state is ﬁrmly Democratic,
providing one of the nation’s few bright spots for the party after
last year’s Republican sweep. It’s difficult to imagine that Republicans would have fared much better under the old rules, with
a process controlled by a solidly Democratic Legislature and
governor. Del Beccaro dismisses that argument, saying that it’s
not important to ask whether Republicans “could have fared
worse under a more ﬂawed method,” but to look at the abuses
he says were perpetrated by the commission.
It’s certainly the case that the same sort of charges Del
Beccaro has lodged—that particular candidates were favored
in the drawing of districts, that there were conﬂicts of interest
among those doing the drawing, and that counties and other

tant had ties to President Obama’s 2008 campaign, while the
husband of its chair, who is a registered independent, worked for a
failed Democratic legislative candidate. “To me, this commission
and its work is tainted,” state Sen. Al Melvin, a Tucson Republican, complained at a hearing. Lawsuits seem likely there also.

s it possible to delete partisanship from the redistricting
process? The designers of California’s commission tried hard
to make it happen. Commissioners and
their immediate family members can’t
have run as a candidate within the past 10
years or served on party committees. They’re
also not supposed to have worked as lobbyists or given sizable campaign contributions.
Thousands of applicants were narrowed
down by the state auditor to a pool of 60: 20
Republicans, 20 Democrats and 20 independents. Legislative leaders from both parties
were able to strike a few individuals each
from that list, with the remainder of the
names going into a bingo-style spinner. Eight
were picked out randomly. They, in turn,
chose six more of their colleagues, resulting
in a commission made up of ﬁve Democrats, California Republicans are suing over the new maps. “[T]he process was
ﬁve Republicans and four who were neither. corrupted,” says Tom Del Beccaro, who chairs the state GOP.
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Redistricting Commissions in the States

Commissions that
Advise the Legislature
Backup Commission
if Legislature Fails to
Meet Filing Deadline
Note: States in gray draw
legislative districts through state
legislative authority.
Note: Iowa conducts redistricting
differently from any other state.
Nonpartisan legislative staff develop
maps for the Iowa House and Senate
as well as U.S. House districts without
any political or election data.

SOURCE: NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES

Commissions with
Primary Responsibility
for Drawing a Plan

communities were cut up and glued with
to large stretches of unpopulated desert,
“SOME DISTRICTS ARE
other areas in odd pairings—have also been
major agricultural areas and mountains.
EXPRESSLY DESIGNED
raised repeatedly when legislators themWhat might be called its natural politTO HELP PARTICULAR
ical
map, moreover, makes it difficult to
selves draw the maps. Similar complaints—
CANDIDATES AND HURT
and worse—have been brought up in states
create many competitive seats. The popuOTHERS. THEY’RE DRAWN
where one party controls the whole process
lation centers that hug the coast are among
NOT ONLY PERMITTING
this cycle, such as the Democrats in Illinois
the most Democratic parts of the entire
SELF-INTEREST BUT IN
and Republicans in Texas.
country, while Republicans tend to be
Already, legislative action has been SOME RESPECTS ALMOST found in more sparsely populated counties
ENTIRELY BECAUSE OF
blocked and the courts have taken over
inland. In order to make Nancy Pelosi’s San
SELF-INTEREST.”
the job in Colorado and Minnesota. “The
Francisco congressional district competidistricts are plainly and in some cases
tive, Persily jokes, you might have to stretch
baldly and expressly designed to help
it out all the way to Nevada. Or possibly
particular candidates and hurt others,” Levitt says. “They’re
Utah. “The coast is so Democratic and the interior so Repubdrawn not only permitting self-interest but in some respects
lican,” he says, “my feeling is that in California, if you’re not going
almost entirely because of self-interest.”
to pay attention to incumbency and you start drawing districts
It’s hard to imagine that California’s commission—or anyone
from north to south, there’s only so much partisan impact redistricting is going to have.”
else—could have drawn districts there that didn’t, for the most
A similar story can be told in most parts of the country. Probpart, favor one party or the other. Iowa has long been held up
as the model by people who have sought to overhaul the redisably two-thirds of the congressional districts nationwide are
going to be safe for one party or the other, regardless of who
tricting process. Its nonpartisan legislative staff is charged with
draws the line. Geographic polarization is happening all over
drawing lines that don’t take incumbent addresses into considthe country, with Democrats and Republicans living in sepaeration. Over the years, its maps have put the Legislature in play
and left Iowa with a high number of competitive congressional
rate areas—not so much because they check voter precinct data
races, considering the modest size of the state’s delegation.
when they’re deciding where to live, but because they pick up on
But Iowa is Iowa. It’s square and homogeneous and no
cultural clues that suggest areas where they’d be most comfortmatter how you slice it, you have Iowa. California is different,
able. Political affiliation seems to follow cultural preferences.
with the greatest amount of racial diversity of any state and a
“People appear to be moving to places where they ﬁnd those who
topography of dramatic variability, from congested coastal cities
look, think, act—and vote—like they do,” says Bill Bishop, author
58
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PIECING IT TOGETHER

of The Big Sort, a book tracing this phenomenon. “Over time, this
makes communities more Republican or Democratic, and this
creates increasing polarization over time.”
If Bishop is right—and most political scientists seem to agree
with him—it’s going to be impossible to draw most congressional
and legislative districts in ways that are competitive. Redistricting
exacerbates geographical polarization, but it doesn’t create it.
Redistricting is, and always has been, used to gain maximum
advantage from the demographics at hand. If only one-third of
congressional districts could be competitive under optimum
circumstances, perhaps less than 15 percent could be counted on
to be consistently competitive in recent years, despite the large
amount of partisan turnover lately. (The U.S. House changed
partisan hands twice in the last three elections.)

here aren’t going to be many more states where redistricting is taken out of the hands of legislators entirely.
Given legislative self-interest, moving to an independent commission system pretty much has to be done
by ballot measure, and there aren’t that many initiative states
to begin with. Selling voters on the need to change something
relatively arcane like redistricting has been difficult for so-called
reformers. They couldn’t make the case in Ohio, and California
required repeated tries. The current controversies in California

T

and Arizona, whether overblown or not, won’t make it any easier.
It’s worth remembering that the ballot initiatives in those two
states were pushed primarily by political parties who ended up
unhappy with the commissions’ ﬁnal products.
But independent maps are being drawn in an increasing
number of states. States such as Virginia are setting up advisory
commissions that lack real authority but nonetheless produce
maps that can serve as guidelines. Minnesota’s Supreme Court,
which took the reins of the redistricting process this year, said
recently that it would take into account maps drawn by the public
as part of its deliberations.
It might be impossible to draw political maps that don’t help
one party at the expense of the other. Something other than the
usual goal of ensuring job security for incumbents might become
paramount, at least in some places. “Someone from the public
can draw a map that can illuminate to the courts what opportunities there are for improving maps,” says Michael McDonald, a
political scientist at George Mason University, who has promoted
public participation in the redistricting process. “It could mean
greater restrictions on gerrymandering, especially in states with
constitutional requirements that must be met. Having a map that
demonstrates a better way to achieve those requirements puts
pressure on the legislature to conform to those requirements.” G
Email alangreenblatt@yahoo.com
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Congratulations
C

2011

to the honorees from our sponsors!

Mike Beebe

Governor, State of Arkansas

Matthew Goldstein

Chancellor, The City University of New York

Ronald Haddad

Chief of Police, City of Dearborn, Michigan

Lee E. Haworth

Circuit Judge, 12th Judicial Circuit of Florida

Nigel Jacob

Co-Chair, Mayor’s Office of New Urban Mechanics
City of Boston, Massachusetts

Dan Liljenquist
Senator, State of Utah

The award dinner
will be held on
November 17th at
the historic Willard
InterContinental Hotel in
Washington D.C.
For more information,
visit governing.com/events

Joanie Mahoney

County Executive, Onondaga County, New York

Chris Osgood

Co-Chair, Mayor’s Office of New Urban Mechanics
City of Boston, Massachusetts

Kasim Reed

Mayor, City of Atlanta, Georgia
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BOARDWALK

UMPIRE

By David Raskin

With Atlantic City revenues in freefall, the state
of New Jersey has stepped in to call the plays.
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BOARDWALK UMPIRE

I

n July 2010, New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie stood in front
of Atlantic City’s Boardwalk Hall, the original home of the
Miss America pageant and one of the few remaining iconic
ediﬁces in town, and pronounced, “Atlantic City is dying.”
A special advisory commission on gaming, sports and entertainment—nicknamed the Hanson Commission—had just released a
new report titled An Economic Recovery Plan for the State of New
Jersey. Gaming revenues—and concomitant taxes—were ailing.
Atlantic City’s gaming industry, the report said, was in “freefall.”
To be sure, the numbers are grim. Total visitors peaked at
nearly 35 million in 2005—and dropped below 27 million in 2010.
Casino employment in July, the industry’s busiest month, fell
from a recent high of 50,000 to 38,000. And casino net revenues,
having grown every single year from the casino advent in 1978 up
to a ﬂush $5 billion in 2006, can’t stop skidding. Revenues were
down 30 percent to $3.5 billion in 2010, with a resultant $175 million dip in state taxes, and they’re off another few percent for 2011.
Much of this decline is par for the recessionary course, but
there has also been a parallel, revenue-siphoning force at work
during these years. Delaware added table games and a limited form
of sports betting to its three racetrack casinos. Maryland legalized
slot parlors. New York introduced video lottery terminals, which
are much like slot machines, at eight racetracks. And in 2007,
Pennsylvania opened 10 slot parlor casinos statewide, with table
games recently added on. In the Mid-Atlantic arms race for onearmed bandits, convenience is trumping cachet.
But where these other states cozied up to casinos as an opportunity to plug holes in their revenue dikes, New Jersey, which had
grown dependent on this revenue for three decades, saw its dam
breaching. “In the face of such challenges,” the Hanson Commission reported, “it is reasonable to ask if Atlantic City gaming is
‘save-able.’”
Despite the dour buildup, the commission’s verdict on this issue was a deﬁnitive
yes: Atlantic City’s particular commercial
and environmental assets are still quite
valuable. With brand improvement, a latent
demand could return the city and industry
to renewed potency. The model the commission believes the city should apply is
what many refer to as “Las Vegas East.” This
entails drumming up convention business,
improving transport options, creating a
“clean and safe” Tourism District, and forming a public-private partnership charged
with marketing the city, streamlining and
easing some regulatory procedures.
To make this happen, the state ordered
that the modest gaming revenue tax previously allocated to the Casino Reinvestment
Development Authority (CRDA) for projects in the city, county and state, now be
dedicated entirely to these city projects. The
governor’s office also offered a $261 million
tax rebate to the stalled-in-mid-construc-

64

tion Revel casino and hotel. That infusion of cash jump-started
an additional billion dollars in private investment. The sleek glass
Revel tower is now slated to open in May.

U

nanimously, gaming industry executives are on board
with the Vegas East idea. If Atlantic City is to have
any chance of resurgence, they say, it must become a
“destination resort” with ﬁne retail, dining, entertainment and
recreation offerings. According to one statistic, the average stay in
Las Vegas in 2009 was 4.6 days, while the average Atlantic City visit
was only 15 hours. The Boardwalk casinos earn only 10 percent
of their revenues from non-gaming activity while the corresponding number on the Strip is nearly 60 percent.
Indeed, 15 years after the Mirage opened and began the Las
Vegas renaissance, Atlantic City was just seeing the ﬁrst brushstrokes of a makeover. The Borgata, a glossy, alluring, Strip-style
casino hotel, opened in 2003 with prime entertainment bookings
and robust business. The CRDA-aided outlet mall The Walk rose
from the mouth of the Atlantic City Expressway shortly after.
Celebrity chefs opened outposts in Atlantic City casinos. Storefronts along the Boardwalk were remodeled.
Then the bottom fell out. “There were a number of projects
on the drawing board ready to go—big new casino hotel developments,” says Frank J. Fahrenkopf, president of the American
Gaming Association, the casino industry lobby in Washington,
D.C. “And just when this was on the verge of really breaking loose
is when everything came to a stop. Then you start to come out of
the recession, and Atlantic City gets bombed with competition.”
Don Marrandino, the Eastern Division President for Caesar’s
Entertainment, which owns several Atlantic City properties,

Revel casino
and hotel is the
newest addition
to the Atlantic
City Boardwalk.
It opens in May.
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BOARDWALK UMPIRE

takes a realist approach. “That $5.2 billion gaming business is
gone forever. But we’re still the second largest gaming destination in the country,” he says. “We have to reinvent our product to
say, ‘How do you make this a very proﬁtable, thriving community
at $3.5 [billion] or $4 billion?’ The way you do it is to expand your
base through non-gaming amenities.”
Atlantic City Mayor Lorenzo Langford says he mostly agrees
with that argument, even if his vision understandably skews a
little more toward residents than conventioneers. “I think we
would do better if we would diversify the
experience here and go more in the way
of family oriented attractions,” he says.
“This is a town that doesn’t have a movie
theater. We don’t have a roller skating rink
or bowling alley.”

For better
or worse,
Atlantic City’s
problems are
New Jersey’s
problems.

E

APIMAGES.COM

One lingering question, then, is whether the state can make
the Tourism District sustainably “clean and safe” when it abuts
areas marked by high poverty and unemployment. Unlike the
downtown areas that have seen recent gentriﬁcation in many
big cities, the Tourism District largely lacks the infrastructure of housing and storefronts from which a stable, attractive
urbanity could arise.
This situation reﬂects the other great conundrum facing Las
Vegas-style redevelopment in Atlantic City: the cost of land. The
Las Vegas boom of the 1990s and 2000s was
abetted by the fact that developers could
essentially disregard space. Land in the
Nevada desert was cheap and endless. They
could pick up and build away from downtown—which is precisely what they did on
the Strip. Not so in Atlantic City, which has
a deﬁned, contained grid. Historian Bryant Simon, author of Boardwalk of Dreams,
explains that the land grab following the
legalization of casinos in 1976 led to astronomical property value inﬂation. Speculators
bought up swaths of housing to sell to operators, who would then demolish the homes to build casino hotels
and parking lots. “When you drive around Atlantic City,” Simon
says, “what you see are big, vast holes. And those are from a kind
of speculation that you didn’t have in Vegas.” While the casinos
create a skyline much grander than that of any other city of only
40,000, they resist street-level integration.
For its part, the CRDA appears to at least recognize these
obstacles to development. (The CRDA did not respond to
numerous interview requests.) The agency’s current request for
proposals for master planning services in the Tourism District
seeks planners who can map out all the available plots of land to
determine what assets and infrastructure they’ve got to work with
and what sorts of developments could ﬁll in the blanks. Then the
CRDA can assemble and prepare sites and put out design concepts for prospective developers, mitigating the start-up costs and
time spent getting approvals. Or it could offer subsidies and loans
to encourage particular types of developments and locations.
That’s doable, says Alan Mallach, a Brookings Institute senior
fellow and former executive director of the Atlantic County
Improvement Authority. “This is not exactly a secret,” he says.
“I’m sure [the CRDA is] very sensitive to the reality of what’s
involved. But are they going to be able to pull together enough
money, in this economy, to actually make that happen?”
For 30 years, Atlantic City has been something of a grand
experiment: What happens when you suddenly plunk a multibillion dollar industry, virtually wholesale, into an existing city?
Given recent mixed results, the one certainty is that the state and
gaming industry now acknowledge that they can no longer expect
to rake in reliable returns while turning away from the larger
urban landscape. For better or worse, Atlantic City’s problems
are New Jersey’s problems. G

ven though there’s a general consensus among leaders about the
direction Atlantic City development should take, the city-state partnership
has grown increasingly acrimonious during
this past year of legislation and implementation. In February, the
Legislature officially instated the Hanson Commission’s recommendations. Perhaps its boldest move was to shift some of the
regulatory framework and signiﬁcantly augment the powers
of the CRDA, an agency whose board is composed primarily of
gubernatorial appointees. Even more controversial, the state
wrested authority over planning and zoning in the designated
Tourism District from the mayor’s office to the CRDA.
The most rancorous clash came over the April vote on Tourist
District boundaries, which were drawn to contain more than half
of Atlantic City’s land. This includes everything within a couple
blocks of the Boardwalk, a large ﬁeld recently used for festival concerts and the major roads connecting Atlantic City’s spit of land
to the rest of New Jersey. Langford likened the bifurcation of the
Tourism District to “an apartheid,” saying the CRDA “divided the
city and put all the traditional white neighborhoods in the district,
which is going to receive resources, ﬁnancial and human, to the
exclusion of the African-American neighborhoods.”
While few others are speaking in such polarized terms, Langford is not alone in his concerns about disenfranchisement and disentitlement. Harriet Newburger, a researcher in the Community
Affairs Department of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,
co-authored a 2009 report on the effects of the gaming industry on
Atlantic City. In it, she describes how in the 1980s, the CRDA had a
stated mission of using its share of gaming taxes as a “unique tool”
to improve blight in low- and moderate-income areas.
Over the past two decades, however, the CRDA has changed
tacks and instead given increasing focus to aiding casino projects
and other top-down economic development. “My recollection
from reading the legislation is that there’s really very little attention paid to the residential areas,” Newburger says today. “It’s the
pattern that has always been there, but the Tourism District has
made it sharper and more explicit.”
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Problem Solver

JOHN KUNTZ, THE PLAIN DEALER

Real-world solutions and ideas for government managers.

Demolition Duty
Ohio’s Cuyahoga County Land Bank demolishes unkempt, foreclosed homes to
remove blight in Cleveland-area neighborhoods.
By Jessica Mulholland
ears ago, when home foreclosures left properties neglected,
cities would often pay to have
them torn down. But as the
number of foreclosures has grown to 5
million since 2008, cities have found it
increasingly hard to keep up. Repossessed
and abandoned, some of these once wellmaintained homes in nice neighborhoods
with well-kept lawns have given way to
neglect and weeds. They sit vacant and
vandalized, pulling down house values.
Before the housing crisis hit Cuyahoga
County, home to Cleveland, the jurisdic-

Y
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tion was already dealing with an abundance of vacant homes due to a declining
population. When the economy slumped
and foreclosed homes ﬂooded the market,
even more vacant houses piled up; lenders
found they couldn’t unload them at any
price. So they sat unoccupied, amassing
thousands of dollars’ worth of code violations. To combat the blight, the Land Reutilization Corp., informally known as the
Cuyahoga County Land Bank, was formed.
To start, the land bank offered lenders a
simple deal: Pay to knock the houses down,
and we’ll take the land off your hands. “If

you take these pockmarks out, all of a sudden you stabilize the street a little bit,” Gus
Frangos, head of the Cuyahoga County
Land Bank, told National Public Radio.
And that’s exactly what the land bank
has been doing since June 2009. “Part of
our initial mission was to try to quell the
tide of continual ﬂipping and intervene
by acquiring large numbers of low-value
properties to knock down,” says land bank
Chief Operating Officer William Whitney.
The ﬁrst major agreement the land
bank signed was at the end of 2009 with
Fannie Mae, which pays the land bank
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dance of slum properties [that] a lot of
people want to give us their property—
but we have to start being selective,”
Whitney says, adding that in addition to
the high costs of demolition, localities
are left with ﬁguring out what to do with
the vacant land.
Still, the program’s success has led to
its expansion. New legislation was passed
in 2010 that allows any county in Ohio to
form a land bank, which is essentially a
nonproﬁt. Overseen by a board that consists mainly of elected officials, the bank
gets part of its funding from the late fees
and interest payments collected on delinquent taxes. Former Cuyahoga County
Treasurer James Rokakis, the man behind
the bank’s establishment, now works in
a technical assistance program to help
other counties set up land banks.

Lenders in particular are looking at
starting similar programs in Chicago,
Detroit and Milwaukee, according to NPR.
But the Cuyahoga County Land Bank isn’t
the ﬁrst of its kind—it is patterned after
the Genesee County Land Bank, which is
based in Flint, Mich. “Flint was hard-hit
long before the foreclosure crisis because
it was so dependent on the automotive
industry,” Whitney says.
Since its inception in 2002, the Genesee County Land Bank has played an
active role in stabilizing neighborhoods
and revitalizing Flint and surrounding
areas. It encourages reuse of the more
than 4,000 residential, commercial and
industrial properties that it has acquired
through the tax foreclosure process. G
Email jmulholland@governing.com
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about $200 for each property appraised
at $25,000 or less, as well as $3,500 per
unit toward demolition costs. Fannie Mae
offloads an average of 30 properties per
month to the land bank, as does the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), which pays $100 for each
property appraised at less than $20,000
and a share of the closing costs. It doesn’t,
however, contribute toward demolition,
simply because the law doesn’t require
it. But if the land bank didn’t take these
properties and demo them, Whitney says,
HUD would sell them to investors, many
of whom are ﬂippers. Ultimately, they do
very little or nothing to improve the properties and then sell them to someone else.
“They can simply go back into foreclosure in the next year or two, and the cycle
repeats itself,” he says.
Once a home is demolished, the vacant
property remains in the land bank’s possession—unless an adjacent homeowner wants
to purchase the property, or a community
group wants to buy the vacant lot to build a
garden, water swell or urban forest, among
other things.
Not all homes are demolished, however. When Fannie Mae or HUD sends
over a list of properties, the land bank
does a “quick and dirty” site visit to check
for historical designations, and to make
sure they’re unoccupied and that they’re
freestanding structures rather than part
of a ﬁve-unit row house or townhouse.
If the property is worth saving, the land
bank renovates and sells it.
“I’ve been in community development
for 35 years,” Whitney says, “and up until
this housing crisis, you always worked
hard to save any house that you could—
particularly affordable housing. That’s
just not the case anymore.”
The demolition or rehabilitation of
more than 60 homes per month keeps
surrounding home values from declining
and the neighborhoods themselves from
appearing rundown. But unfortunately,
the land bank can’t undertake every
foreclosure that is requested of it. “In
Cleveland, there is such an overabun-
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| SMART MANAGEMENT
By Katherine Barrett and Richard Greene

He Loves Me, He Loves Me Not
In tough times, performance auditors can lose friends, inﬂuence and budgets.
e’ve been complaining about
the decline in analytical
capacity in the states and
cities for some time now.
We’ve written pieces, both in this space
and in our online column, the B&G Report,
lamenting cuts in Florida’s much-vaunted
Office of Program Policy Analysis and
Government Accountability (OPPAGA),
elimination of the Oregon Progress Board
and general cutbacks in the performanceauditing capacity nationwide.
We have connected this diminishment
to the tough ﬁscal times states and localities face. Although that’s accurate, we may
be minimizing another signiﬁcant element
in this phenomenon—one that is much less
savory than cost-cutting. Truth is, organizations that are empowered to ﬁnd out if
there’s real value to certain government
expenditures can be mighty unpopular.
This is especially so among the people
who would otherwise be able to make
those decisions based fundamentally on a
program’s popularity among voters, political donors or other stakeholders. “When
you take a performance evaluator that has
been in existence for a long time, it has
irritated and upset for decades just about
every stakeholder,” says John Turcotte,
former director of OPPAGA and head of
the Program Evaluation Division of the
North Carolina General Assembly. “When
it is time to make cutbacks, there is a long
line of people just waiting for a chance to
do some damage.”
Take, for instance, the decision to
defund the Kentucky Long-Term Policy
Research Center in the state’s 2010-2012
budget. The cost was a mere $1.1 million,
but the state took the budget-crunch environment as an opportunity to take action.
“When the Legislature created the center,
it wanted independent information,” Reginald Meeks, a state representative and
former chair of the board for the center,

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

W
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told us at the time. “Then, it became an
issue that they were so independent.”
An editorial in the Lexington HeraldLeader at the time echoed those sentiments. “Today’s legislative leaders of both
parties,” the editors wrote, “apparently
are more interested in maintaining total
control of their domain than hearing
independent analysis.”
The real issue here is not that legislators and other state and city officials aren’t
getting lots of information. Many justiﬁably complain of an information overload.
No, the problem is the nature of the kind
of information they get, and who they get
it from. Turcotte puts a ﬁne point on it:
“Lobbyists and people with money and
power have access to means of communication that are just amazing. They can
publish and push their particular point of
view. Without information from an objective source, they will get their way.”
For years, we were deeply involved in
a task, dubbed the Government Performance Project (GPP), that may be familiar
to many of you. It evaluated the success
with which states managed their money,
personnel, infrastructure and other areas.
Some states were enthusiastic about the
effort. Others (particularly those who
didn’t fare well in the grading) were less so.
But the one element that seemed to appeal
to the broadest group of readers was the

GPP’s independence from any kind of instate forces. Even when people may have
disagreed with conclusions reached, they
were unable to attack them as partisan.
It’s critical that people in power hear
about things that don’t work as well as
those that do. Subordinates can be fearful to share concerns, and that leaves
it to outside, independent groups to do
that job. They can’t “just assume that
everything is getting ﬁxed and problems
are getting resolved and the world is not
just magically working in their favor all
the time,” says Gary Blackmer, director
of the Oregon Audits Division.
One of the most frustrating (at least
to us) examples of the loss of independence and capacity among such groups
has taken place in Florida’s OPPAGA.
The organization’s budget has been
repeatedly cut over the last few years. As
Howard Rasmussen, formerly a senior
management consultant in the Florida
Center for Public Management, told us,
“People will argue they had to make the
cuts, but it is atrocious that you cut an
agency whose sole purpose is to improve
your performance.”
But the budget cuts aren’t even the
worst news from the Sunshine State.
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9 - 1 - 1
What is NG 9-1-1?
An IP-Based Equipment and
Network replacement for current
enhanced 9-1-1 infrastructure,
Features & Functions allows
access from any device and adds
multimedia capabilities.

Why is it time for NG 9-1-1?
•

Resolving Infrastructure
Limitations

•

Providing Equal Access for
Hearing Impaired

•

Creating More Functionality for
9-1-1 and access by the public

•

Improving caller location

•

Implementing Interoperability

•

Prepare for Unpredictable
Future Services

ANY DEVICE, ANY TIME,

ANYWHERE…

ANY DEVICE, ANY TIME,
ANYWHERE…
Interested in more information?
Contact Christie Eskew at
817-704-5681 or by email at
nextgen911@nctcog.org
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| IDEA CENTER
By Caroline Cournoyer

By 2015, nearly one-third of Washington, D.C., families on welfare will stop receiving benefits because the city is adopting a federal rule that places a five-year
lifetime limit on participation in Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF).
As a result, D.C. government agencies and nonprofits are trying to help aiddependent people become self-sufficient through a pilot program called Sweat
Equity. The program takes individuals who are homeless and receiving
TANF funds, and gives them a living
wage and rent-controlled housing
in exchange for help refurbishing
vacant city-owned dwellings. The
goal is to wean participants off public assistance by helping them grow
comfortable with a paycheck. To
build up savings, a portion of their
pay, and later their rent, will go into
a special savings account. Enrolling and staying in the program isn’t
easy, however. It requires passing drug tests and showing up on
time—two late arrivals will get someone kicked out. If successful, the
program could be a national model
for reducing the homeless population, public assistance rolls and the
number of abandoned buildings in
a city—a win-win for local governments and the people they serve.

“

A performance
evaluator that has
been in existence for a
long time has irritated
and upset just about
every stakeholder.”

Email greenebarrett@gmail.com
70

Asian Carp for Dinner?

FLICKR/KATE GARDINER

Some speculate that the diminution of
OPPAGA’s independence may have been
partially a result of studies that investigated
the value of privatization. In addition,
reports about the state’s Medicaid Welfare
Reform Project, which demonstrated that
there was little evidence that the effort
actually saved money or improved quality
or care, seem to have cost OPPAGA support in the House.
“Hypocrisy might be a bit strong,” the
editors of Florida’s Sun Sentinel wrote
in May, “but one has to wonder why
the Florida Legislature, which seemed
so insistent on new measurements
for teachers, government employees
and state agencies, turned around and
severely weakened the one agency that
measures the work of lawmakers.” G

WENDY KAVENEY PHOTOGRAPHY/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

A Hammer, Not a Handout

This is: In the last legislative session,
a decision was made to put OPPAGA’s
budget in the hands of the legislative
leadership. In the past, this independent research arm had a dedicated funding source in the state budget, which
helped to ensure its capacity to strive for
truth-telling. What’s more, the top job at
OPPAGA used to be conﬁrmed by both
the House and the Senate and could only
be removed by a vote of both chambers.
Now, the director serves at the pleasure
of the leadership. It’s too soon to state
categorically that these changes mean
OPPAGA will lose its capacity to speak
truth to power, but the handwriting
appears to be on the wall.

Plankton-eating Asian carp swim in dozens of
waterways near the Great Lakes. Should they
ever break an electric fish barrier, the invasive species could decimate food supplies,
starve out native fish and plants, and threaten
a $7 billion fishing industry. To preserve native
species and address the problem of hunger,
one solution under consideration is to offer
Asian carp at food banks. But people’s aversion to eating the 100-pound fish is getting in
the way. So the Illinois Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) has launched a campaign
to try to change people’s minds and palates.
The agency has hired Louisiana chef Philippe
Parola to show people how to cook Asian
carp, which the DNR says is not only cheap but also nutritious—it is low in mercury and high in omega-3 fatty acids. To
Find more ideas for
help change perceptions of the fish, Parola
creative programs at
governing.com/ideas
calls it “silverfin” instead.
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Building the

Innovation Nation
an interactive tool of State and Local e-Government
performance measures, assessments and research.

Best of the Portal
New Solution Briefs
 Mobile Services
 Self Funded Model

Download your free copies at:

governing.com/innovationnation
underwritten by:
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Problem Solver

| TECH TALK
By Steve Towns

Plugging In
ationwide, government agencies are struggling to make
technology more mobile. The
motivation is simple: Giving
employees the tools to work while on
the road or from home potentially makes
them more productive. But doling out
slick new smartphones and tablets to
government workers is a tough sell in
the current budget environment.
Many agency employees, however,
already may own the solution, thanks
to an explosion in consumer mobile
technology. By some estimates, more
than half of all U.S. mobile phone users
carry smartphones like Apple’s iPhone,
RIM’s BlackBerry or the Googlebased Android. What’s more, manufacturers expect to ship 45 million
tablets this year, most of them Apple’s
hot-selling iPad.
A growing number of employers—
including governments—are seeking ways to take advantage of that
fact. “It does make some ﬁscal sense
for the state not to duplicate devices
that people might already have—
whether it’s mobile phones, laptops,
tablets or other things,” says California
CIO Carlos Ramos, adding that several agencies in his state are testing
plans to let employees plug their own
devices into work networks.
Other states also are piloting “bringyour-own-device” programs, which
generally allow employees to use their

N

72

own technology at work and get reimbursed for some of the expense through
stipends. According to CIOs, much of the
pressure to adopt these programs comes
from employees themselves, who, accustomed to using sophisticated mobile
technology in their personal lives, chafe
at the idea of not using it on the job.
But letting agency employees access
sensitive data on their personal devices
isn’t as easy as it sounds. IT departments
generally insist that employees use government-owned equipment to ensure
they’re secure. Opening agency systems
to personal devices raises serious questions around data security and retention.
Luckily, some new technologies
are helping to address these concerns.
Mobile security tools now let agencies
enforce access rights and passwords
on almost any end-user device. They
also allow IT managers to block stolen
devices from connecting with agency
networks and remotely wipe out any
data stored on the device.
More broadly, many agencies are
deploying desktop virtualization technology, which eliminates much of the
computer processing and data storage performed by personal computers.
Instead, numbers are crunched and
data is stored in computers locked inside
agency data centers. Employees’ computers merely provide a window into
these processes through an encrypted
network connection.

“This lets us change the way we
view devices—both personal devices
and the devices on your desk,” says
Utah CIO Steve Fletcher. “Employees can use any device they want,
because we’re not storing anything
on the device. It’s all running in a
state-controlled data center with our
security around it.”
All of this makes it easier for
governments to accommodate user
preferences, while beneﬁting from
the fact that many employees already
own sophisticated mobile devices.
But for employees, using the device
of their choice will come with some
strings attached.
In Nebraska, for example, employees must agree to turn over their
device to the state if information
on it becomes subject to a discovery
request. “We started that this year
and we don’t have a lot of takers,”
says state CIO Brenda Decker.
Still, states are moving in the right
direction on this issue, even as they hash
out the details. Most CIOs acknowledge
that employees will try to use personal
devices at work—with or without official approval. Smart agencies are trying
to get ahead of the issue by drawing up
proper policies and requiring security
tools, and they’re becoming a little
more mobile at the same time. G

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

More governments look at letting employees use personal devices on the job.

Email stowns@governing.com
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Problem Solver

| PUBLIC MONEY
By John E. Petersen

Living with Uncertainty
State and local ﬁscal fortunes are now linked to the ups and downs of global economies.

T

74

Currently about 70 percent of the
nation’s gross domestic product (GDP) is
driven by household consumption spending. Unless that grows, we are in trouble.
Consumption spending depends on disposable income. That has lagged due to
slow growth in wages and the desire of

of households get 42 percent of the
nation’s income.
As to the economic risk of European
bond defaults, such defaults would obliterate the European banking system and
send tidal waves across the Atlantic just as
the U.S. ﬁnancial meltdown of four years

households to reduce their indebtedness.
The ﬁnancial crisis, however, brought
deep losses in housing values and a deadly
overhang of foreclosed properties. At
the same time, declining stock markets
brought large losses to household balance sheets. The reduction in consumer
spending, including that on new residential housing, has plagued the economy.
With rapid loss of demand, employers
rapidly reduced employment in 2008 and
2009. Faced with poor prospects, they
have failed to add jobs subsequently or
invest in facilities here at home. Nonresidential business investment by early
2011 had dropped from 16 percent of the
GDP in 2007 to 12 percent. Unemployment rates seem stuck at 9 percent. Not
surprisingly, the nation’s poverty rate is
increasing and the distribution of income
favors the better off. The top 10 percent

ago engulfed Europe. The international
banking system is deeply intertwined. If
much of Europe goes into deep recession,
the loss of wealth and export markets for
the U.S. would be devastating, much as
was experienced some 80 years ago during the Great Depression.
The last risk concerns what ﬁscal and
monetary polices will be employed in
the United States. Cutting taxes has not
worked thus far in reviving the economy.
Shrinking governments to ﬁt reduced revenue is a popular recipe. But will weaker,
more passive governments restore conﬁdence and produce a buoyant economy?
Finding the right balance between effective government and stable markets will
be a supreme test in the coming years. We
can’t afford to fail it. G

APIMAGES.COM

he economic recovery from the
Great Recession of 2008-2009
has been so slow and ﬁtful that
the last four years are now being
dubbed the “great contraction.” Economic
“experts” these days often don’t agree on
much, but there is consensus that recessions caused by ﬁnancial crises like this
last one are long-lasting and hard to cure.
State and local governments have been
deeply affected and their own ﬁnancial
uncertainties are feeding into the overall
economic malaise. The loss of 700,000
jobs in the state and local sector over the
last couple of years has offset much of the
slow increase in total employment and is
a depressant to purchasing power. Overall, the sector’s spending grew by less
than 1 percent per year between 2008
and 2010, and is now growing by about
1 percent a year. Tax receipts in many
states have not returned to the levels of
2008. Nonetheless, there are more spending (and tax) cuts on the way, as visions
of smaller, downsized government are
implemented.
States and localities now swim in an
economic ﬁshbowl, their ﬁscal fortunes
wrapped up in what’s happening around
the globe. The prognosis is not good. The
U.S. Congressional Budget Office, one
of the few impartial founts of economic
knowledge, says the country’s key economic uncertainties are in six major areas:
• the level to which households want
to reduce their debt burdens further;
• the timing and magnitude of a
recovery in house prices;
• the pace at which employers hire
workers and invest in infrastructure;
• changes in stock prices and
long-term interest rates;
• a resolution of fears that European
governments may default; and
• the future path of U.S. government
ﬁscal policy.

Email jep@gmu.edu
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Trends. Opportunities.
Winning Strategies.

Save the Date
Jan. 31 & Feb. 1, 2012
National Press Club
Washington, D.C.
GOVERNING’s 2012 Outlook will help you
focus on the right issues and the best
opportunities for the year ahead.
Whether you’re in government affairs,
selling to state and local governments,
leading an association or non-profit
— DON’T MISS THIS EVENT.

Register by December 9th
and save $200!

REGISTER HERE:

governing.com/events
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Player
RON THANIEL
Executive Director, National
Association of City
Transportation Ofﬁcials

76

DAVID KIDD

R

on Thaniel has always had his eye on the road. Since joining the
U.S. Conference of Mayors in 2002 as assistant executive director
for transportation, Thaniel has advocated for major infrastructure
improvements in the nation’s cities. He has lobbied for light-rail
projects, pushed sustainable initiatives and counseled government officials
on the role of transportation in averting terrorist threats.
Now, as he takes the executive director post at the National Association
of City Transportation Officials, Thaniel wants to focus the conversation
about investments in infrastructure—a prominent feature in President
Obama’s jobs plan—on the need to improve mobility in transportation
systems in America’s urban areas. That means better road networks and
more efficient public transit. After all, more than 75 percent of the U.S.
population lives in or around cities, and that number is expected to grow.
“These cities are competing on a global scale and, in many cases, with
1950s infrastructure. That is largely because they have been neglected by
Washington,” Thaniel says. “In turn, these cities are struggling. I believe
firmly that the future success of this country is largely dependent on the
success of these cities.”
—Dylan Scott
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Moving a city forward,
one stop at a time.
Siemens answers for mobility help bring more jobs and better ways to get to them.

Over the past 20 years, Charlotte, North Carolina, has nearly
doubled in size. New growth has brought new challenges —
how to move people and attract businesses in a way that’s
also good for the environment. That’s why the city teamed
with Siemens to build the region’s first light rail system. Now
traffic is flowing more easily, development is blossoming and
historic neighborhoods have new life.

Siemens complete solutions for mobility are helping change
how cities grow, and how their citizens move through them.
Because mobility is more than just transportation — it helps
build sustainable cities. Somewhere in America, our team of
more than 60,000 employees spends every day creating answers
that will last for years to come.

siemens.com /answers
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